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CHAPTER NINE
(U) THESEARCHOF WEN HO LEE’S COMPUTER
Questions Presented:

Question One: (U) WhetherWen No Lee had a reasonable expectation of
privacy in the LANL computer systems to which he had access.
Question Two:

(U)
Whether the preliminary inquiry concerning Wen Ho

Lee in 1994 presented an opportunity to search the LANL computer systems used by
Lee, without a warrant, on the grounds that Lee had no reasonable expectation of privacy
in them.
Question Three: (U) Whether the FBI assigned agents with appropriate training

and experience in computer crime investigations commensurate with the needs of the
Wen Ho Lee investigation.
Question Four: (U)Whether FBI Albuquerque provided FBI Headquarters’
National Security Law Unit with all facts in its possession that were relevant to whether a
warrantless search ofthe LANLcomputer systems used byWen Ho Lee was permissible.

Question Five: (U) Whether FBI Albuquerque displayed appropriate
investigative zeal,and developed an appropriate liaisonwithknowledgeable LANL

personnel,touncoverallfactsrelevanttothecomputersearchissues.

Question Six: (U)WhetherFBI Headquarters providedappropriate oversight and

guidancetoassistFBIAlbuquerquetodevelopallfactsrelevanttothecomputersearch
issues.

Question Seven: (U) Whether FBI Headquarters’ National Security Law Unit
applied the correct legal standard in seessing whether a warrantless search of the LANL
Computer systems used by Lee was permissible.
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Question Eight: (U)Whether the advice provided by FBI Headquarters’
National Security Law Unit was legallycorrect and complete, appropriately
communicated from FBI Headquarters to FBI Albuquerque and accurately understood
by the agents in the field.
(U) PFIAB Question #4: Why the FBI's FISA request did nor

include a request to monitor or search the subject's workplace computer
systems, particularly since an attorneyin the FBI's General Counsel's.
Officehadprovided an opinion in 1996 that such monitoring or searching
in this case would require FISA authorization.

(U)
PFIAB Question #5: Whythe FBI did not learn until recently
that in I995 the subject had executed a series of waivers authorizing
monitoring of his workplace computersystems.

A. (U) Introduction

b1

I

18 months that the

preliminaryinquirywasopen,tosearchingthecomputersystemstowhichLeehad

access at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (”LANL”).In May 1996, the FBI opened
a full foreigncounterintelligenceinvestigation of Wen Ho Lee,whomthe FBI suspected
ofpassingclassifiedinformationconcerning theW-88nuclearweapons systemto the
PRC InNovember 1996, FBI Albuquerque sought advicefrom the FBINational
Security Law Unit (”NSLU”) about searching Lee's LANL computer Muchremains
unclear about thisrequestforadviceandtheresponsetoit from the NSLU and FBI
Headquarters. This much is certain, however: The computer should hawbeen, but was
not, searched in 1996, and it should haw been, but was not, searched in 1997 or 1998.
Moreover, although it i s a somewhat closer question, the computer shouldhavebeen, but
was not, searched in 1994. The consequenceof these failures is breathtaking and
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catastrophic:

potentially
Otic o f the most serious breaches in national security in modern
United States history might have been stopped i n its tracks, but was not.
(U) The FBI's attempt to gain accessto LANL computersystems used by Wen

Ho Lee was a catalog of missed opportunities,bad communication, inadequate legal
advice,undue caution, lack of investigative zeal and ingenuity, and a wholesale failure to
recognize the significance of Wen Ho Lee's work with and access to highly classified
computer software and systems. Moreover, the FBI personnel working these issues were
far too easily stymied by obstacles that could have, and should have, been overcome. For
example, when the FBI was inaccurately told that the LANL computers did not have
banners, which notify computer uses of the possibility of monitoring, the FBI never
investigatedwhether facts existed which might undercut any expectation of privacy on
Lee's part, and which might thus obviatethe need for such notice. When the FBI was
told that Lee had not yet been registered into an on-line system containing an
acknowledgment of computer monitoring, it took no steps to insure that Lee was
immediately registered, or even to ascertain subsequentlywhether the registration had
taken place. And, when it determined that a FISA order and probable cause was required
to search Lee's computer, the FBI never considered whether significant - and, as it turns
out, incriminating- informationabout Lee's computer usage could be obtained through
other means that would not have required a showing of probable cause.

(U)
In part, the FBI's computer search problems were the naturalconsequence of
the FBI's focus on obtaining FISA coverage to the exclusion of other logical
investigative strategies. Inpursuit of FISA,the FBI adopted a “non-alerting” strategy
that was, nominallyat least, intended to preserve the maximumusefulness of the hoped
for FISA surveillancebyminimizing contactwith individuals atLANL, in the beliefthat

theymight,inadvertentlyorotherwise,alertLeetotheinvesitgation. Whatprovedmore
unfortunate,however,isthatbecauseofthissingularfocusonFISA,theFBIdidnot

thoroughly
questionat
thoseLANLwere
who interviewed
about
Lee’s

work
with

computers, beyond the minimum neededforinclusionina FISA application.
Consequently,the FBI cut itself off from, or failed appropriately to question, those who
were most knowledgeableabout LANL’s computer systems and who would have been
most helpful in supplying the facts that would have permitted8 lawful search of Lee's
computer. By this strategy, for example, the FBI kept itselffrom learning a fact that was
literallyjust one question away: that Lee had executed a waiver in 1995 that would have
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permitted the searchingand monitoring o f Lee’s computer and e-mail messages, and that
would have made a court orderunnecessary.

(U) By a similarstrategy,also intended to preserve the option of obtaining FISA
surveillance,the FBI cut itself off from the Criminal Division at the Department of
Justice, and in particular, from the Criminal Division's Computer Crime and Intellectual
Property Section. Having deliberately avoided those most knowledgeable of the facts
relevant to a search of Lee's computer, the FBI then avoided those most knowledgeable
of the relevant law. The result, as discussed below, was that the agents in the field
received advice that was inaccurate, incomplete and poorly communicated.
(U) Remarkably,this failure to pursue available information continued even after
the FISA application was rejected, indeed, even after FBI Headquarters senior
management was told that a more alerting strategywas to be adopted in the wake of the
FISA rejection.

(U) The combined result of these and other lapses to be discussed in this chapter
is that the FBI learned in 1999 what it could have, and should have, learned in 1996, or
even in 1994. Had it done so, it would have become aware of Lee's computer
misconduct years earlier - with all that implies about the possibility of minimizing
damage to national security- and it well might haw actually caught Wen Ho Lee "in the
ad" of downloading classified information in 1997.

B. (U) Therelevantfacts
1. (U) WenHoLe's

access to. and movement of some of the nation's
most

weapons information,usinghis LANLcomputer.

TheFBInow knows that at least as early as 1993, Wen Ho Lee began

FBI transferringclassifiedfilesfromthesecureLANLcomputersystemstotheopen

alteredthe

Leegatheredthe
system.[574] According to the current case agent, S
filestoremovethe
b7c classified files on the secure LANLcomputer system,
classified marker preventingtheir transfer, moved the files to the open side of the system,

b6

[574](U) The LANL computer sysetms are described below. See Section B(13).
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FBI
b7
b7c

I

L experts because it contains the most sensitive materialof

b1

all those he created.

(U)According to SA{BLANK} the FBI has obtained logs from LANL showing the
gathering, transferring, and downloading of these classified files, as well as the dates on
which these actionswere taken.
9/11/99) This information was available on the
LANL computer systems in November 1996 when FBI Albuquerque first sought advice
regarding a search of Lee’s computer. (Id.) It was also availablein 1994. (Id.)
the names of the files Lee transferred were such that LANL
scientists
Accordingwould
to
have recognized them as classified from the file names. (Id.;see
also
Wampler 12/17/99
12/21/99) Had they been asked toreview the list of file names
contained on the logs, c LANLscientists would have been immediately suspicious that
Lee had transferred and downloaded classified data onto the open system. (Id.)
FBI Albuquerque had searched Lee’s computer in November
According
1996, it would have
{BLANK}
found the vast majority of what it later discovered when Lee’s
computer was searched in March 1999. (Id.;see also Detention Hearing 12/27/99 Tr. 83-

{BLANK}

DOEb6,b7c

SA{BLANK}
{BLANK}

toSA

84)

(U) According to the DEcember 10,1999 Indictment against Wen Ho Lee, during
1993 and 1994, Lee collected, from LANL’s secure computernetowrk, secretrestricted

data
(”SRD”)

and
confidential
restricted
data
(”CRD”)

contained
inclassified
computer

andtransferredthese
classifiedTARfilesontotheopennetowrkatLANL. (Indictment¶16) Nineteensuch
files, assembledtheSRD andCRDmaterial into “TAR”
files, [575]

TAR files arc involved in the Indictment (Indictment¶18) Once on the opennetwork,

[575](U) A TAR file is an archive file into which groups of other files, perhaps
thousands of files and file directory structures, can be collected and thereafter can be
treated as a single file, (DetentionHearing 12/27/99 Tr.31)
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anyone

Wen Ho Lee, or
with Lee’s “Z number”[576] and password, could have accessed
and downloaded the classified TAR files, from anywhere in the world, through the
Internet.[577] (AQI 06196)

FBI

b6
b7c

(U) During 1993 and 1994, Wen Ho Lee downloaded 17 of these 19 classified
TAR files onto nine portable tape cartridges. (Indictment ¶ 20) Then in 1997, according
to the Indictment, Lee downloaded six more classified files onto a tenth portable tape
cartridge. (Indictment ¶ 21) Some of these tapes were recovered during a search of Wen
Ho Lee’s LANL office in March 1999.
9/11/99) Seven tapes, however,
includingthe tape created in 1997, are presently unaccounted for. (Indictment ¶22;
{BLANK}

9/11/99)

(U) W
i
t
n
e
s
s
e
s at the detention hearings folIowing Lee’s arrest described the
significance of these classified materials. According to Stephen Younger, Associate
Laboratory Director at LANL, the classified computer files that Wen Ho Lee
downloaded and transferred to portable tapes included “source codes,” which are written
in a “human readable” computer language used in the design of nuclear weapons.
(Detention Hearing 12/13/99 Tr.11) These codes can be hundreds of thousandsof lines
long, and, according to Younger, “You can read it, so it represents, in essence, a graduate

[576](U) A “Znumber” is a unique number assigned to each employee at LANL.
(Detention Hearing 12/27/99 Tr.27)

[577](U)

Indeed, on March2,1998, shortlybefore a trip to Taiwan, Lee asked
the LANL computerhelp desk how he could access the LANLsystem from overseas.
(FBI 01986) Lee wasgiven helpon howhe couldaccess the open systemfrom overseas.
(FBI 13525)WhileinTaiwan, LeeaccessedthedirectoryontheopenLANLsystem
where he had previously moved the classified files. (DetentionHearing 12/27/99Tr.
121-23) FromTaiwan Lee accessed File 19, one of thefiles chargedinthe Indictment,
which contained a collection of classified files that Lee hadassembledfrom the secure
LANL system. (Id.) Lee then transferred two unclassified files fromFile 19, &om the
open LANLsystem to the computerhewas using inTaiwan. (Id.) TheFBI has been
unable to ascertain from the available computerlogs whether other, classified files were
similarly accessed and transferred by Lee or by someone usinghis “Znumber” and
password, (Detention Hearing 12/29/99 Tr.446-49)
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course in nuclear weaponsdesign.” (Id.)Thesecodes are “among the most complex
computer simulationtools ever developed on the planet,” they represent“personcenturies of effort,” and “they have inside them the results of...a thousand nucleartests
that the UnitedStates has done over the past 50 years.” (Idat 12) Thesesorucecodes
were described by RichardKrajcik, Deputy Director of X Division at LANL, as the
"crown jewels of the nuclear weapons program" in the UnitedStates. (Detention
Hearing 12/27/99 Tr. 179) Younger described them as "priceless, they can't be
duplicated." (Detention Hearing 12/13/99 Tr.36)

(U) Lee downloaded source codes for both primaries and secondaries.[578]
(Detention Hearding 12/27/99 Tr. 191) Code A, one of those involved in the Indictment,
could be used for both secondaries and primaries. (Id.)Another code involved in the
Indictment, Code G, was used for secondaries. (Id.)According to Krajcik, Lee "took, in
essence, all that was worth taking with regard to American secondary thermonuclear
design." (Id. at 193) Code B and Code I, also charged in the Indictment,were "the
major codes to be used on the primary side." (Id.at 192) Code B "was the very latest
informationthat we had. It was the very latest update," according to Krajcik, and Code
I, "also was the latest vintage version of that code." (Id.at 194-195)
(U) Wen Ho Lee also downloaded onto the open system and transferred onto
tapes "input decks," which, Younger explained, contain “[a]ll the materials and the
geometry of the nuclear device." (Detention Hearing 12/13/99 Tr. 11) Krajcik described
an input deck as containing the “electronic blueprint' of a nuclear weapon. (Detention

Hearing 12/27/99 Tr. 189) “Basically,what it does is it tellsyou how you mightbuild
such a device,” according to Krajcik. (Id.)

[578](U)Accordingto Younger, amodernnuclearweaponhas two major parts.
“There is a primary stage and a secondary stage. Theprimary stage is the part that has
the plutoniumin it. It's surrounded by high-explosive; high-explosive is detonated and
presses the plutonium. The plutonium goes critical when it starts to generate nuclear
energy. That energy isused to compress tho second stage of tho weapon, which is the
secondary, and that is the stage that producesmost of tho militar-effective yield of tho
device." (Detention Hearing 12/13/99 Tr.9-10)
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(U) Krajcik described the codes, input decks,and data files downloadedby Lee
as "a chillingcollectionofcodes and files.” (DetentionHearing 12/27/99 Tr 189-190)
(U) Chilling in the sense that it containedthe codes
important to doing design or designassessment,files
important to determine geometries, important successfully
tested nuclear weapons. It contained important output setups,
nuclear output setups. It contained devices across a range of
weapons, from weapons that were relatively easy to
manufacture, let's say, to weapons that were very
sophisticated and would be very difficult to manufacture. It
containedthe databases that those codes would require to run.
And for someone who used those codes to incorporate them
into any kind of calculationsthat were made in terms of
designing something new or checking something old, it was
all there.

(Id.)

(U) According to Younger, “[t]he codes and the databases that were downloaded
represent a complete nucIear weapons design capability, everythingyou would need to
install that capability in another location, everything.” (Detention Hearing 12/13/99 Tr.

27)

Thesecodesandtheirassociateddatabases,andtheinputer

(U)
file, combined with

someone that knew how to use them,

could,inmyopinion,in thewronghands, changetheglobal
strategicbalance. Theyenablethepossessortodesignthe

only objects that could result in the militarydefeat of
America's conventionalforces. The onlythreat, for example,
to our carrier battle groups. They represent the gravest
possible security risk to the United States, what the president
and most other presidents have described as the supreme
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national interest of the United States, the supreme national
interest.

(Id.at 38)
(U) The seventapes that remain unaccounted for arc, according to Younger, "a
complete'portable nuclear design capability which could be installed on a super computer
center or on even lesser computer capabilities.” (Detention Hearing 12/13/99 Tr. 39)
According to Krajcik, the collection of the weapons codes and files downloaded by Wen
Ho Lee existed only in two places in the United States: LANL and Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory. (Id.
at 206) "And there is also this private collection that Dr.Lee
has put together." (Id.)
2

b1

(FBI02104)
transmitted by FBI San

FBI
b6

with arequestthat it be
I Albuquerque,who was

b7c
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following the activities o

b1

sentan EC to the SAC Albuquerque
OnApril18,1994, S
FBI recommending
SA{BLANK}
that a preliminary inquiry
e opened "to determinethe nature and extent

b6,

of LEE WEN-HO’s contact with PRC nuclear weapons scientists.”[580] (AQI 02882) On
April 20,1994, a preliminary inquirywas initiated onWen Ho Lee. (AQI 02830) On
June I, 1994, FBI Albuquerque sent a teletypeto FBI Headquarters requestingthat

I

FBI
b7c

b6,b7c

I

InJune1998,Source#2again
providedessentiallythesame
informati[579](U)
ontotheFBI,
specificallytoSA{BLANK}SA{BLANK}andSA{BLANK}(AQI

01795,1796)

b1
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b1

a preliminary investigation to conduct searches “where there is no expectation of privacy
and a warrant would not be required for law enforcement purposes.” (OIPR 02034) As
will be seen, Wen Ho Lee, like other computer users at LANL,had no reasonable
expectation of privacy, and a search of Lee’s computer could have been conducted at any
time after the preliminary investigation began on April 20,1994.[582] Had the FBI looked,
it would have found startling evidence. For several months before the opening of the
preliminary investigation, and for more than a month after, Wen Ho Lee had been
moving highly prized and highly classifiednuclearweapons Computer codes and files
from the secure computer network into a directory under his name on the open network
at LANL. (LANL 001954 & 2054) There they remained until January 1999, where they
could be accessed and downloaded by Lee, or by anyone who had obtained his Z number
and password, from anywhere in the world. (Detention Hearing 12/27/99 Tr. 81-89)

[581]
(
U)
Under the Attorney General Guidelinesfor Foreign Counterintelligence
Investigation (”AGGuidelines”), FBI Headquarters approvalwas requiredto extend the
preliminaryinvestigation (OIPR02035)
[582](U) Because some of the factorsthat invalidate anyreasonableexpectation of
privacy, such as the document Lee signedApril 19,1995 containinganexpress consent

tomonitoringandcertainbannersonLANLcomputersystems,cameintoexistenceafter

1994, the question is somewhatcloser in 1994 thanwhenitlater arose inNovember
1996. In our vim, however, even without these additional factors, the LANLcomputer
systems used by Lee could have been lawfullysearched without a warrant in 1994. At
the very least, the predicate for the preliminary investigation of Wen Ho Lee should have
demonstrated to the FBI the importance of searching Lee’s computer when the full
foreign counterintelligence(”FCI”) investigation of Lee began in earnest on May 30,
1996.
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FBI

b6,b7c

Had LANL scientists been asked by the FBI to look at Lee’s computerdirectories in
1994, the file names of the computercodes themselves would have been recognizableto
the scientists arid would have alertedthem to the possibility that Lee had left the “crown
jewels,” as Krajcik described them, out on the open network.
12/21/99;AQI06196)

(Id.{BLANK}9/11/99;{BLANK}

(U)
Acting with reasonable dispatch after the initiation of preliminary
investigation, the FBI might have literally caught Lee in the act of downloadingsome of
the

DOE
b6
b7c

the computer codes and files, and creating some of the portable tapes, that are involved in
the charges in the Indictment. Unfortunately, however, Lee's computer was not searched
for another five years, and the preliminary investigation was closed in November 1995,
in deference to DOE's administrative inquiry into the possible loss of the W-88
technology (FBI 00404)
3. (U)

Waivers,banners,booklets,andotherdocumentsbearinguponthe

expectationofprivacyofcomputerusers
s at
atLANL
(U) There appeared to be a universal sentiment among the LANL scientists

DOE
b6

b7c
12/21/99) This is well supported by banners appearing on computer screens,by express
LANLpolicyarticulated inbooklets widely distributedto LANLemployees, as wellas
by the “Rules of Use" waivers employed inX Division, where Wen Ho Lee worked.
(U) Computer
users
inLANL’s
XDivision,Ho
where
WenLeeworked,
were
requiredto sign “Rules of Use" forms that containedthe following warningof possible
monitoring:

area

(U) WARNING: To protect the LAN [local
network]
systems from unauthorizeduse and to ensure that the systems
are functioning properly, activities on these systems are
monitored and recorded and subject to audit. Use of these
systemsis expressed consent to such monitoring and
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recording Any unauthorized access or use of this LAN is
prohibited and could be subject IO criminal and civil
penalties

DOEb6

(Omnibus

11/30/99;{BLANK}12/20/99;{BLANK}12/21/99;{BLANK}12/21/99)

b7c

unsigned copy of a ''Rules of U
use prior to the form signed by Wen Ho Lee on April 19,1995. (DOE03562) The prior
version, which was the one in use in April 1994 when the preliminary investigation was
opened{BLANK}2/3/00),contained the following paragraph:
(U) The resources of the X-DIVISION SECURE LOCAL
AREA NETWORK are to be used only for official business
purposes. DOE and Laboratory security policies require the
audit of user files by security officers to assure this.[583]

(DOE 03562)

[583](U) A footnote to this paragraph reads:

(U)Auditsarenormallyconductedbyrequestinginformation

on selectedfiles fromthe owner;however,inspectionof
individual files may be conducted by security officersunder
specialcircumstances, such as an actual or suspected security
incident. In addition, individual files maybe viewed by
administrators in order to assist U S ~ troubleshoot
,
system
problems, or upgrade systems. You will normally be notified
of such access.

(DOE03563)
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DOE
b6
b7C

00181& 00183) are the mostrecent, and only, forms available. (Omnibus 11/30/99)

signedaRulesofUseformorhisaccount
canthus say that WenHo Lee
would have been disabled.”
signed the Rules of Use form applicable in April1994.(Id.)

{BLANK}2/3/00){BLANK}can

[585](U) Signing of the "Rules of Use" forms was part of an annual re-validation
process required of LAN users. In 1995 and 1996, as part of a process of going to
electronic rather than paper re-validation banners were put on the X Division LANs.
1994,but were certainly
The banners therefore were not on the X Division
2/3/00)
on all X Division LAN systems by November 1996
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DOE

workstation According

b6
b7c

to{BLANK}this banner appeared each time a user logged onto

his X Division workstation (Omnibus 11/30/99)

(U) In addition to the X Divisionbanners, a LANL computer user would also

encounter bannerseach time she accessedany one of the machineson either of the labwide computer networks, the secure IntegratedComputing Networks (“ICN”) or the
open ICN.[586](Omnibus 11/30/99) This banner, which appeared throughout the period
of the Kindred Spirit investigation, read as follows:
(U) This computer is for authorized use only. All use is
subject to audit and all use may be monitored. This computer
system is operated under the auspices of the Department of
Energy. Any misuse or unauthorizedaccess is prohibited,
and is subject to criminal and civil penalties. Evidence of
unauthorized use may be provided to law enforcement
officials.

(DOE 02053)[587]{BLANK}confirmed that Wen Ho Lee would have regularly
accessed one or more of these mainframe worker machines, such as Sigma, as part of his

divisions and groups. The secure ICN includes the Central Filing System (”CFS”),

I
I

i

whichisafilestorageserver,andsupercomptuers,certainofwhichwereknownas
functionscould be performed on
Sigma, Tao, andTheta, onwhichcomplexcomputer

to{BLANK}

filesaccessedonthesecureCFS. According
theLANLopenICNprovides
internal and Internet access to 20,000 workstations and PCs acrossall divisions and
groups. Services available in the openICN include supercomputing,storage and archive,
Web access, and Internet mail. The open ICN includes the open CFS. (Omnibus
11/30/99)

[587](U) This banner was not present in April 1994, but came into use in 1995.
2/3/00)The banner quoted hem thus was in use in November 1996, (Omnibus
11/30/99) It remained the same through July 1999. (Id.)

{BLANK}
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clay-to-day job activities (Omnibus 11/30/99) Each time Wen Ho Lee accessed one of
these machines, the banner would have appeared (Id.)
(U) In addition to the X Division banners, the ICN banners, and the “Rules of
Use" waivers, there were other ways in which LANL personnel were informed that they

had no expectation of privacy in their use of LANL computers.

(U) For example, when a user applied for an "account" on the lab-wideICN

DOE

b6

b7c

system, which was necessary to gain access to the ICN systems, the user was given
documents warning of monitoring as part of the process of obtaining a password from
the Computing,Infomation and Communications (”CIC”) Division at LANL.[588] Each
user who applies for an ICN account was required to fill out a user validation form that
contained a statement that the Operations Security and Computing Divisions had the
right and responsibilityto audit the user's computer use. (Omnibus 11/30/99) Once the
applicationwas made and the password was generated,[589] the user would begiven
ofgeneral rules that contained a similar statement (Id.) According
upon the issuance of a secure ICN password, each computer user
would be given a documententitled"Receipt for Classified Password,” for which the
user would sign an acknowledgmentof receipt. (Id.) The document states:

to{BLANK}

{BLANK}

(U) As an ICN user, you are responsible for assisting in the
protection of the classified unclassified sensitive, and
unclassified data processed in the ICN from accidentalor
malicious modification,destruction, or disclosure....All

Laboratorycomputers,computingsystems, andtheir
associated communication systems are to be used only for
official business....The Facilities SecurityandSafeguards
Divisionand Computing,Information and Communications
[588](U) To obtain an account on the X Division LANs,the user must first have
obtained an account on the ICNs. (Omnibus 11/30/99)
[589](U) Passwords were assignedto users of the secure and open ICNs as well as
the X Division LANs. Users were not permitted to choose their passwords. (Omnibus
11/30/99)
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DOEb6 i
b7c

b6

b7c

user, without the need for the user’s password
was common knowledge

c ,at LANL, although SA
AccordingtoSA{BLANK}
not know specificallyif Lee
this
knew that the system administratorhad this
9/11/99]

ability.
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Division also has this responsibility and authority io audit
users’ files in the Integrated Computing Network (ICN).

(DOE02061, 02062 (italics in original))

DOEb6
b7c

(U){BLANK}

a similar booklet entitled “Computer Security Reference

Guide,"dated

It states:

(U) Government resources, including computing and
communications systems, are to be used only for official
Laboratory has the responsibility for
implementing an audit program to detect and deter
infractions, waste, fraudulent use,and abuse of computing
resources. To provide assurance and to comply with DOE
Orders, all systems are subject to file audits. When You use

business....The

Laboratorycomputingandcommunicationresources,you
shouId have no expectation of privacy. Your management

...andDOE have both the authority and the responsibility to

audit your files on any computing system used for Laboratory
business.

computers.[593] (Omnibus 11/30/99)

[593](U) According t
{BLANK}a "blue book" was distributed to LANL employees in 1996 that also stated that
expectationof
computers were subject to monitoring.
t
prviacy” statement similar to that contained in the "computer Security Reference Guide"
was contained in the blue book. (Omnibus 11/30/99)

Accordingto{BLANK}a”no
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expectation of privacy in the use of LANL computers.

FBI
b6

b7c

page414

{BLANK}

(Omnibus11/30/99)

b6

DOE
FBI
b6

b7c

whoseidea it was to search Lee’s LANL computer
to
was the idea of his supervisor
during the discussion of another investigation.
it was his idea, which he mentioned to
spoken to him about obtaining Lee’s telephone
it was first raised at a meeting with S
while general investigative
12/1/99

SA{BLANK}it

{BLANK}

{BLANK}
(U)The

earliestreference to this subject in the relevantdocuments is an electronic
communication (”EC”)indicating that on September 16,1996, S
{BLANK}for “the necessary paperwork which laboratoryemployees out concerning the
right of the laboratory to review E-Mail messages.” (AQI01063) On October 16,1996,
‘had not devoted any attentionto this matter but

SA{BLANK}hadasked

woulddososoon.”(AQI01063)

(U) The next reference in the documents to search Lee’s computer concerns a
an
November 4,1996 telephone conversationbetween SSA
attorney in the NSLU. (FBI 00192) According to SA

{BLANK}SSA{BLANK}hadcalled
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FBI
b6
b7C

DOE
b6

b7c

{BLANK}recollectionofthisfirstcallis
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at

{BLANK}and ofSA{BLANK}

(U)In the November 5, 1996 EC,SA
FBI Headquarters of this preliminary advice from

discussions with

{BLANK}

informed SSA

(U) (A] request of LANL has been made for copies of the
paperwork executed by LANL employees authorizing the
review of E-mail traffic by LANL officials. Once this
paperwork is obtained, it will be provided to FBIHQ for
review by the [NSLU]for a determination as to whether the

FBI would be able to obtain copies of E-mail on the authority
of appropriate LANL officials.

(FBI 00192) Thus as early as this November 5,1996 EC,confusion had crept into
whether what was being sought was a “search of Lee’s computer,” as SSA
discussed with
or a “reviewof E-mailtraffic,” as SA{BLANK}discussedwith

{BLANK}

{BLANK}(FBI00192)

(U)
Accordingto

it was he who raised the issue of monitoring Lee’s
9/13/99) In fact, according to{BLANK}
andSA
e-mail with
a u anything but how capture Lee’s e-mail, and theytalked
a possibility.
onlybecause{BLANK}raised it with SA

SA{BLANK}

{BLANK}never
{
BLANK}
creatingameanstomonitore
{BLANK}
9/13/99) {BLANK}recalledrecalledthatLANLwasinthe
SA{BLANK}iftheFBIwouldbeinterestedin
process

mailinan
unrelatedmatter.{BLANK}askedSA
having this capabilityto monitor e-mail in the Lee investigation.[599] S
that he would check withFBI Headquarters. (FBI 00209;{BLANK}9/13/99)

{BLANK}

theadministrative policy

theLANLe-mailwas
policy dating to e

[599](U){BLANK}
r
ecal
l
e
d
the discussion followed a request by SA
account is corroboratedSA{BLANK}for
by
toll records at LANL.
that

which

he notes his request to LANL for telephone

November 5,1996 EC in

before describing a request for “paperowkr...authorizing the
review of E-mail traffic.” (FBI 00192)
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SA{BLANK}

monitoring (FBI 00206); and 3) “Official Use Guidelines" for LANL computers (FBI
00195). According to
insert:

(U){BLANK}advised that the laboratory uses the authority of
the opinion contained in item 1 above to monitor an
employee's use of the Internet. Every employeewho has a
laboratory computer assigned must register that computer.
B reading and agreeing to the information provided by
an electronicrecord showing that a laboratory
employee had the opportunityto read and will abide by the

{BLANK}

ruleswillbecreated. Thisprogramwasstarted
approximately six months ago by Group 14 or the Facilities,
Safeguards and Security Division. The goal is to have
everyone atthe la
withanassignedcomputersignon
hasnotyet
tothenewsystem.
registeredhiscomputerasofyet.
advisedthatLEE’s
divisionhas not m o d forward withthis process.
(FBI 00194) This is consistent

with{BLANK}account[600] {BLANK}9/13/99; FBI 00209)

[600](U)Accordingto {BLANK}he told SA{BLANK}about
a computer training
at was “designed to force every

program that was being implemented at LAN
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included a “Computer Security ResponsibilityAcknowledgment” (FBI
00206),which
and which, in turn,
given to SA
8/12/99) The documentcontains the following
notice:

{BLANK}had

had been given to

{BLANK}

page419

b7c

SA{BLANK}was

(U) The thirddocument
-' that{BLANK}gave
entitled " L O ~Alamos DOE
National Laboratory Official Use Guidelines for Computing and Informational Systems” b6, b7c
(FBI 00195) The document states:

b6
b7C

(U) Because these [computers] arc governmentresources,
Laboratory or the federal government may, without notice,

audit or access any user's computer system or data
communications. In addition, the Laboratory or the federal
government may disclose any information obtained through
such auditing to appropriate third parties, including law
enforcement authorities.

(FBI 00195) Handwritten marginalia at the top of the "Official Use Guidelines" states
that the document was "part of [safeguards and security] manual (on-line) published
more than once in news bulletin.”[602] (FBI 00195)

{BLANK}butdihisdnotfindthem{BLANK}

he read the documents he

helpful
8/12/99) Although
undertaken in November 5,1996 EC to forward these materials to FBI Headquarters
8/12/99) According
for review b the NSLU (FBI 00191), he never did so.
laced the
e "got distracted." (Id.) Instead S
documents in the FBI Albuquerque files and took no action on them. (Id.) SA
asked him about the documents

toSA{BLANK}he

SA{BLANK}

{BLANK}8/12/99),andSSA{BLANK}couldnotrecallifheeversawtheinsertwiththe

attachments.{BLANK}12/1/99)Nordidanyone
12/1/99) Nor did

for the ma

ne from FBI Headquarters ask S
12/15/99), eventhoughat the time,in

SA{BLANK}
the

the on-line system. (Omnibus 11/30/99)

DOE
b6

b7c

confirmedthat the "Official Use Guidelines," dated July 1995,
were part of e Safeguards and Security Manual. The document was distributedvia the
news bulletin to every LANL employee. (Omnibus 11/30/99)

[602](U){BLANK}
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margin

ofSA{BLANK}EC, next to the passageindicating that SA{BLANK}would

{BLANK}12/15/99)
SSA{BLANK}came

obtain this documentation, SSA
(FBI 00717;

{BLANK}[603]

penned

the questions "So where is it? Sent to

and, therefore, he did not have the benefit of these
(U) It was not sent to
documentswhen
to him on November 13, 1996 to follow-up on
request for advice.{BLANK}had, however, spoken to his supervisorabout
the matter.
request supervisor in the NSLU, Marion "Spike" Bowman told him that, as
a general rule, there was an expectation of privacy on the part of governmentemployees
despite the fact that they are using government computers.
According
he
w
a
s
told
by
Bowman
that
unless there was a banner on the computer, a
to
he
warrant would be required, and that even a banner might not be enough to permit the
FBI, as opposed to the LANL system administrator, to search Lee's computer.[604] (Id.)In
addition to talking with Bowman,
“thumbed through" some materials from the
computer Crime Section of DOJ's
Division. (Id.) Ultimately,
concluded, since he had been told by FBI Albuquerque that there was no banner on the

Albuquerque’s
{BLANK}

{BLANK}7/16/99)

Criminal

[603](U) According to

{BLANK}

he expected the documents to be sent to the
NSLU directly, because "it start with a direct question to NSLU." SSA
asked SA
or SSA{BLANK}about the documents. He did not ask
received them. He did not ask for the documents because “it was not my
whether he
job.” According to SSA{BLANK} his only involvement inthe computer search issue
was to get ananswer to FBI Albuquerque’s question, as set forth in the lead at the end of
the November 5,1996 EC. The lead to the FBI’s National Security Division was there,
according to
simply
thatit would be necessaryto
who could “twist an arm” to prod the NSLU to act on
have someone atFBI Headquarters
the request for advice.

{BLANK}

SSA{BLANK}

{BLANK}

because{BLANK}knew
{BLANK}12/15/99)

SSA{BLANK}

therewasabanneron
[604](U) According to Bowman, he not only
Wen Ho Lee's computer{BLANK}thatunless
but also whether Leethere
hadwassome
sign awaiver.
”fairnotice”(Bowman
toLeeof 8/11/99)
Bowman said that he told
to searchthecomputer. (Id.) Thus,
possible monitoring, a warrant would be
Bowman’s recollection of this
there is a significant discrepancy between
correct, this “fair
conversation, If Bowman's recollection of
t e told
notice” advice did not get imparted to FBI Albuquerque.

ofwhathetold{BLANK}is
page421
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I

computer at LANL, that the computer user had an expectation of privacy (Id.) If there
was no banner
told SSA{BLANK}he would need to get a warrant

{BLANK}therefore

(Id.)
(U) No one in the NSLU, however, considered whether the facts specific to Wen
Ho Lee's LANL office or the LANL computer system might reveal that Lee had no
cognizable expectation of privacy in the first place.[605] No one asked the agents about
computer training LANL employees may have received that might shed light on 'their
expectation of privacy. No one inquired about LANL policies concerning computer use.
No questions were asked about the nature of the information available on the LANL
computer system, to consider whether the employees might have differingexpectations
of privacy with respect to the various kinds of data captured by the LANL system about
their computerusage. No one asked the agents to explore how the LANL computer
system was structured, such as whether Lee had an office computer with a hard drive, or
whether he merely had a "dumb terminal” connected to a remote server. No one in the
NSLU raised with FBI Albuquerque or with SSA{BLANK}whethersomething less than a
comprehensive search of Lee's computer or real-timemonitoring of Lee's e-mail might
have been attainable without a FISA order. Most significantly, it appears that no one in
the NSLU even asked the agents in the field a critical question: Had Lee signed a
waiver? Finally, the NSLU never advised Albuquerque that it should ask LANL
immediately to begin displaying banners on its computers, so that Lee's computer could
have been searched at sometime thereafter. Had it done so, FBI Albuquerque may have
found out in 1996, rather than 1999, that banners were virtually ubiquitous at LANLand
in X Division already.

---e

[605](U) Whether an individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy involves

twoquestions:First,whethertheindividualhasexhibitedanactual,subjective

expectation of privacy, and second, whetherthe individual's subjective expectationof
privacy is one that society would recognize as reasonable. Smith v.Maryland, 442 U.S.
735,740 (1979). In the case of a government employee in particular,the SupremeCourt
has observed that “[g]iven the greatvariety of work environments in the public sector,
the question whether an employee has a reasonable expectation of privacy must be
addressedon a case-by-case basis." O’Connor v. Ortega, 480 U.S.709,718 (1987).
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(U) In short, the NSLU never asked any ofthe questionsthat, according to Scott

FBIb6 I
b7c

C.Charney,former Chief of the Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section,
would have routinely been askedhad the advice of the Computer Crime Section been
sought in November 1996. (Charney9/2/99) Instead, the NSLU simply advised SSA
{BLANK}that, unless there was a banner, a FlSA order was required to search Lee’s
computer.[606]
( U ) { B L A N K } advice to SSA{BLANK}
Albuquerque in a November 14, 1996 EC from

communicated to FBI
addressed to the attention

SSA{BLANK}

of SA{BLANK}and SSA{BLANK}

{BLANK}

On 11/13/96, S S A {BLANK}m e t

with{BLANK}

NSD-LU,ref AQ's 11/5/96 request for an opinion

a out the legality of monitoring subject's computerat LANL.
Pointer advised it was the opinion of the NSD-LUthat a

FISA order would be the needed authority to surveil subject's
computer.

Significantly, SSA{BLANK}communication to FBI Albuquerque omitted
critical caveat: A warrant was required unless there was a banner.[607] Thus, the
advice as to what was required in order to conduct a search had shrunk from what
Bowman told{BLANK}(FISA order, banners or waivers to what
told FBI-AQ A order). SSA
A order or banners) to what SSA
never had any direct conversation with S
(FBI 00207)

{BLANK}

{BLANK}toldFBI-AQ(FISAorder).SSA

{BLANK}

{BLANK}ifhe

[606](U) Accordingto
were giventhe same informationhe was given
in 1996, he would have given c same advice in 1999, though heallowed that he might
ask whether Leehad signed a waiver.{BLANK}7/16/99)

[607](U) According to SSA

ac ording

"That's the custom,"
Albuquerque,
relaying

to SSA

a copy of his November 14,1996 EC to
I 00720), would have gone to
it is "always done.”

{BLANK}12/15/99)
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{BLANK}

{BLANK}7/28/99

this advice or its implications.[608]
8/12/99) This writing is all that was communicated.
did not recall his exchange with{BLANK}exceptthat the answer
“theycan’t do it.”[609]

{BLANK}12/15/99)

8/12/99) SA

he

got fro

EC stated categorically, and without{BLANK}
(U) Because SSA
caveat, that “a FISA order would c the needed authority“ to search Wen Ho Lee’s
computer, it was understood by Albuquerque to mean that a FISA order was the
exclusive means by which the government could obtain access to the computer,
regardless of whether a banner, waiver, or some other form of notice of monitoring
existed. {BLANK}8/12/99) According to
NSLU never said
anything about waivers or banners, only that a A court order would be required to
search Lee’s computer. (Id.) The NSLU never suggested that he look into whether Lee
had signed a waiver, according to SA{BLANK}(Id.) In fact, according to SA
no one “up the chain” ever suggested any way to search Lee’s computer
otherthan through a FISA order, nor did anyone suggest that perhaps a waiver or banner
would allow a search.[610] (Id.)

{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}the

{BLANK}

SA{BLANK} {BLANK}that

{BLANK}

(U) ThisaspectofSA
account is
told
it was
whosaidthat
shortlyafter
providedSA
DOE
statements made to the AGRT b
b6
the three documents discussed above, S
b7c
the FBI s position that “if a banner did not pop up every time you log onto e-mail,” the

{BLANK}with

Infact,wheninitiallyinterviewedonthesubject, SSA{BLANK}didnot

[609](U)
recall being involved in the computer searchissue at all.

{BLANK}7/28/99)

SA{BLANK}described
himself “computerilliterate,” and at the
of
not
haw
known
what
banners
or
waivers
or
investigation
In different context,SSA{BLANK}said that
significance of
{BLANK} {BLANK}12/15/99)
he was himself “computer
[610](U)

the

as

time

were,

would

8/12/99

them

a

ilet rate.”
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FBI was not comfortable monitoring."'

{BLANK}9/13/99) {BLANK}then logged onto

to{BLANK}

mail arid showed SA{BLANK}that there was no banner.[612] Id.) According
sa {BLANK}did riot suggest, and
did not pursue, other means of gaining access
to Lee s computer,because
understood from SA{BLANK} "it was a banner
)o.drInothing.”
(
SA
account also appears to be in conflict with that of
SSA
said
had told him that he had been told bythat therewere no banners or waivers.

{BLANK}who

{BLANK}

thatSA{BLANK}

[611](U)Inaninterview with

that

{BLANK}12/1/99)

the FBI, {BLANK}said that

SA{BLANK}had asked

{BLANK}if therewas a banner that appeared on the computerscreenWarning LANL

communications could be monitored. (FBI 00209) According to
latertold{BLANK}that "FBI HQ had made the determination that a
court order would be r qequired to conduct a search of LEE's computer." (FBI 00209)
According to SA
mentioned banners "generally: SA
although
one way or the other, about banners on
Wen o Lee'scomputer.

{BLANK}SA{BLANK}

{BLANK}didnotrecalls{BLANK}
{BLANK}

that there were no banners or
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(U)In an event, FBI Albuquerquewas not satisfied with the guidance it received

SSA{BLANK}

from
and on November 21, 1996, a week after receving SSA{BLANK}
EC telling FBI Albuquerque that it had to obtain a FISA warrant to conduct a search,
SSA{BLANK} pursued the issue with him.
SSA{BLANK}and
According to SSA
note to the file:

SA{BLANK}called

and

(U){BLANK}asked if it was okay

to monitor

subject's lab computer at LANL - not his private property,
and e-mail is announced to be not private: NSD-LU said no asks if there might be a lower
[FISA] needed but no

-

[FISA]standard here because the e-mail system is advertized
as being not private. (?) I told{BLANK}that the FISCjudge is
not going to swallow any concept of a lower standard it's
thelaw{BLANK}countered that perhaps a [FISA]really wasn't
needed at alI, and that NSD-LUwasjust being unnecessarily
cautious! I told{BLANK}Iwanted electronic surveillance as
much as he did ut this was not the way. We both agreed
elsur on subject's home phone was what we really want.

-

-

(FBI 00714)[614] It appears from this note that although SA{BLANK}may not have
forwarded the documents he received from{BLANK}the substance of them - thatthe
is advertized as being not private" -was communicatedto
and SSA{BLANK}concluded,nevertheless, not only that a FISA was

DOE

SSA{BLANK} b6

andSSA{BLANK}

aid it had to be FISA.
conversation, except
think there was a lower standard
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The most immediate was that {BLANK}did not take any steps to move u the date for X
Division’s implementation of the new computer training program..
Nor

{BLANK}9/13/99)

wroteanotesuggestingthatFBIAlbuquerquemighthave beenaware of at least the
theoreticalpossibilityofconductingasearchwithoutaFISA
but that, out of an
abundance of caution, a warrant would be sought Accordingto S
notes from
May 1999, he”understoodfrom
tolook &E-

{BLANK}thatitmightbeposslbe
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Division (Id.)Nor did SA{BLANK} pursue information concerning the myriad
banners, booklets, and waivers that would have conclusively established that Wen Ho
Lee had no expectation o f privacy in LANL’s computer systems.[617]

(U) Obviously, had FBI Headquarters been aware of the waiver Wen Ho Lee
signed in April 1995, a search of the computer systems to which Lee had access could
have immediately taken place. Had that happened, we now know, the investigation
would have taken a dramatically different turn.

camsof the significance of Wen Ho Lee's access to
discovers Lee's waiver
(U) The FBI's failure aggressively and appropriately to pursue the computer
search issue cannot be Iaid entirely at the FBI Headquarters' doorstep. Much of the

blame for this potentially catastrophic error properly lies with FBI Albuquerque and its
inexplicablefailure to recognize that gainingaccess to Wen Ho Lee's computer files was
the single most important investigative step that should have been taken. The truth,here,
was only a tantalizingly few keystrokes away, but it depended on FBI Albuquerque
discovering that Wen Ho Lee had no expectation of privacy. FBI Albuquerque's failure
to discover this fact may be attributed inpart to the bad advice it got fromHeadquarters,
but only in part. EquaIly significant was that FBI Albuquerque was simply unmotivated

[617](U)As it turnsout, Leethisexecuted
the on-line acknowledgmentcontainingthe
new training program sometimebefore May 1997.
2/16/00) In a May 19,1999 lettertoSenator Murkowski of
Natural Resources, DOEGeneralCounselMaryAnne
Sullivan states that Lee’s execution of this acknowledgmenttookplace inDecember
notified of thisat the time. (DOE
03579) SA
however, and {BLANK}saidthat, afterSA
FBI’s position on banners,{BLANK}did not have any further discussions with
concerning the search of Wen Ho Lee's computer,
also said that{BLANK}had not inquired into Lee’s
time of{BLANK}discussions
with SA{BLANK}in the late fall of 1997.

SA{BLANK}told
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Computer files an held individually with passwords but are

[619](U){BLANK}interviewwas asrevealingastheinterviewof{BLANK}on

01156){BLANK}alsotoldSA{BLANK}

mt

writes softwarecomputer &&"
the significance of Wen Ho Lee's workwith computers:
codes used to design nuclear weapons." (AQI
47<
that Lee had been working on such a code that "was used quiteextensively or
design.” (Id.) Yet the significance of Lee's access to these classified codes through his
who,afterbeinggiventhis
LANL computer obvious1 was lost on S
information, questioned
aboutwhether
ad spent “excessive time...at the
W-88

{BLANK}
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with the name of someone who could have
provided SA
January 8, 1997 EC to
greatly helped in thisregard According to SA

DOE

b6

b7c
I

the "Rules of Use" forms which

not know it at the time

emphaticallythat there was none. (Id.) {BLANK}certainlywouldhave
SA{BLANK}
lo in X Divisionsigned a "Rules of Use" waiver and could
mentioned that

with the two waivers that Wen Ho Lee signed on April 19,
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not

did not pursue the computerissue further.
(U)
Omnibus
S A {BLANK}did
11/30/99;
12/20/99) Nor, apparently, did
8/12/99;

{BLANK}

b7c

b7c

{BLANK}and{BLANK}

said that they were never asked by the FBI about

searching
[622](U)
WenHo Lee’s computer.
“assumed” that Lee’s computer would

12/21/99;{BLANK}12/20/99)

be monitored,

page431

{BLANK}

since Lee was a suspect.

b7c

(Id.) Meanwhile,the FBI continued to amass
information pointing to the importance of Wen Ho Lee’s computeraccess

“that decision had alreadybeen made.”[674]

FBIb6
b7c

b1
develop new weapons codes that "will be used to determine the effectiveness/status of
the U.S. Nuclear Stockpile.” (Id.;FBI 00973)

(AQI 01210; FBI 00799)[625]
DOE

b6

b7c

[625](U) SSA{BLANK}did not recall hearing that Lee could have had access to the
ought that Lee
W-88design from the computer.
LANL scientists in
would have had to go to the vault.

{BLANK}12/15/99)SSA{BLANK}thought
page432

Ifany doubt remained concerning the importance of Wen Ho Lee’s

FBI’s April IO, 1997 re-interview
as forwarded to FBI

(U)

b6,

b7c

On April 15, 1997, SSA{BLANK}and SA{BLANK}met with{BLANK}and
and others from LANL and DOE to discuss, among other thin s W Ho Lee's
assignment to work on the team to develop the new computer codes
of
DOE'S Counterintelligence Division, summarized the meeting in a memorandum that
was faxed to
FBI Headquarters on April 24,1997:

{BLANK}

SSA{BLANK}at

b1

(AQI 01257)

FBI
b6,

b7c

DOEb6

1996, according to SSA

I

from

1996, however, it is clear

have been told in
that Lee’s most

SSA{BLANK}

these documents sent to

dangerous access was through the computer.

[626](U) This interviewalso represents another missed opportunity for the FBI to
have learned ofthe “Rules of Use" waiver signed by Wen Ho Lee, and other X Division
personnel, including{BLANK}

b7c
page433

software programs. (Id.) {BLANK}recalled that he tried to explain this because he felt that
there ma have been some confusion about what weapons codes were (Id) According

FBI
b6
b7c

{BLANK}12/21/99) SSA
{BLANK}onApril28,1997. (FBI00833;AQI

Division ”RulesofUse”forms relation tocomputer monitoring.
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working on and whom he would be working with; nevertheless because Lee was an X
Division scientist, “Lee’s access would be the same before and after” the meeting [628]

DOE
b6 b7c {BLANK}12/20/99)

FBI
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b7c

Followingthe meeting at LANL, SSA

{BLANK}

undertook to drafta FISA
application, in light of Lee’s request to have a PRC student
b1
on a project at LANL. {BLANK}7/23/99; FBI 00847) Although it was SSA
intent, at least initially, to include Lee’s computer among the targets of the anticipated
surveillance{BLANK}
9/12/99; AQI 05568), evidently no one ever sought additional advice
from the NSLU or elsewhere concerning how the FBI might immediately search or
monitor Lee’s computer.
7/28/99{BLANK}7/16/99) No one asked about the
materials s
said he would obtain concerning LANL’s ability to monitor its
employees’ e-mail
12/15/99) No one asked about the electronicwaiver that
by now Lee had executed as part of the new computer training.
Instead,
the FBI focused exclusively on obtaining FISA surveillance of

{BLANK}

{BLANK}9/12/99)

7. (U) SA{BLANK}assembles information concerning Wen Ho Lee’s computer for
use in the FISA application
(U)

SA{BLANK}notes reflect that, at SSA{BLANK}instruction, SA{BLANK}

assembledinformation concerning the computers used by Wen Ho Lee so at these
surveillance. On April 23, 1997,
FISA application and that, among
computer.” (AQI 05570) On April 28,
discuss informationthat was neededfor the
coverage for the computer, SSA{BLANK}asked “does he
have his own computeror is it shared.” (AQI 05573)

On

draftofthe
SSA{BLANK}andSA{BLANK}toreview.
[628](U)InanApril25,1997EC,
S
A{BLANK}
i
n
f
o
rmed
SSA{BLANK}that
as as
Ho Lee

applicationfor

April29,1997,SSA

sent Albuquerque a draft FISA
m e w . (AQI 05387) Inthe first

t it was
his normal
agreed at the meeting that Wen
“would not be restrict
dutiesat the lab are concerned. It was agreed that Lee’s new team assignment would go
into effect as previously planned.” (FBI 00851)

page435
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knowledge of fluid dynamics, [the energy released in a thermonuclear explosion] can be
mathematicallymodeled and weapons subsequentlydesigned for maximum size, weight,
and yield.” (AQI05400) From the start of the drafting process, therefore, it should have
been apparentto all involved that gaining access to Wen Ho Lee’s computerwas
essential.

FBI
b6

b7c

SSA{BLANK}on

(U) SA{BLANK}notesshow that he had a meeting with
April 29,
1997 regarding the FISA application (AQI 05367) Among the targets of surveillance,

SA{BLANK}had

had listed “home computer” and “office computer.” (Id.) Next to this last item,
written, in parentheses, “I think” and “has he attempted to access areas of
computer which he is not authorized to access.” (Id.) Thus, SA{BLANK}was zeroing in on
a crucial investigative step.

(U) In fact, on May 6,1997, SA{BLANK}interviewed{BLANK}
that Wen Ho Lee was “quite sophisticatedon amainframe computer...[but]less

b7c
SA{BLANK}and
{BLANK}
t
h
en
enough...to

sophisticated regarding a personal computer.”[629] (FBI 00891)
discussedwhether Lee was “sophisticated
download information from a
main frame computerto adisk.” (Id.) As itturns out, of course, Lee was quite able to

[629](U) This 302 was sent to SSA{BLANK}on May 15,1997.
00910)

page436

(AQI 01293; FBI

FBI
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b7c

download from the LANL closed computersystem, arid had most recentlydone so, with
DOE
some of the nation’s most valuablesecrets, less than a month before SA
b6,b7c
had this conversation[630] {BLANK}9/11/99)

{BLANK}and{BLANK}

(U) Unfortunately, however, this is as close as the FBI ever got to discovering the
importance of the computer search issue, until Wen Ho Lee s computer was finally
searched in March 1999. On the draft FISA application
to

SSA{BLANK}sent SSA{BLANK}
{BLANK}
A
This
JS [SSA{BLANK}5/2/97.”

SA{BLANK}

and
under the section entitled “Requested Surveillance,” SA
handwriting home computer” and “office computer.
105408)
lined through, however, with the words “per

hadaddedin
last entry is
(Id.

(U) There arc a number of additional references inSA{BLANK}notes relating to
Lee’s office and home computers,in anticipationof including them in the FISA
application. (E.g., AQI 05562; AQI
3) Manyofthese
DOE
reflect conversationsSA{BLANK}hadwith
or both. (AQI 01273; b6,b7c
1997 states that
A 105357; AQI 05575; AQI 05578
had suggested that Lee’s e-mail be included. (AQI 05359) Another on Ma 20,
1997, reflecting a conference call among SSA{BLANK} SSA{BLANK}andS
“We will include the following items in the request to FISA court:...(C)
work
computer (D) clone account for work computer.” (AQI 05353; see also AQI 05354; FBI
01015) However,S
notes from June 5,1997, the day thatthe draft FISA
applicationwas completed and sent to the NSLU,showthat SSA{BLANK}decidedthat
he wanted to “get up on the phones” right away and did not want to wait to obtain the
necessary information regardingLee’s home comptuer. (AQI 05348) It remainsunclear
why arequestfor Lee’s officecomputerwas also omitted, however.[631]

{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}states

DOE
[630]
(
U)
S
A{BLANK}
r
eported
in the 302 ofthis interviewwith{BLANK} that”Lee b7c
would not have been able to access data from his home. Lee would have had toload the
b6

informationon a floppy disk, and take it home.” (FBI 00891) This presumes, however,
that Lee had not transferred files from the classified to the open system, which, of course,
Lee was ultimately charged with doing.

{BLANK}Initially, b1

[631]According to SSA

the focus of the FISA application
was on
of it.“
potential convesations between Wen o Lee and the PRC student
saidthat the computer was not included because he “did not
SSA

{BLANK}

{BLANK}
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FBI
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b7c I

I

that he believed that the computer was not included in the
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A application because SSA

FBi
b6

b7c

at the time, SA

to{BLANK}who

{BLANK}earlierconversationswithSA{BLANK}{BLANK}9/7/9 ;{BLANK}
Some timein the spring of 1998,

spoke

b6
told her

said that it was
9/13/99)
the FBI's
Accordingto
about
told SA
position that unlessa banner appeared on Lee’s LANLcomputer, the FBI could not
searchLee’s computerwithoutawarrant.
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b7c

FBI
b6

b7c

(U) According to SA{BLANK}she
o determine whether a banner had
3/7/99) SA
been ut on the LANL computers, but never
receive a response.
she
that she understood that SA{BLANK} discussions with
had focused
on searching Lee’s e-mail,whereas she was interested in searching Lee’s hard drive.
(Id,) According to{BLANK} SA{BLANK}did ask
about a banner, but it was in the
context of capturing e-mail messages, an
to d her that there was no banner. (FBI
00210)
discussions with SA
was correct, that it was the FBI’sposition
a banners were required to remove the expectation of privacy. {BLANK}9/13/99)

{BLANK}said

asked{BLANK}
to

{BLANK}

{BLANK}
{BLANK}

Presumably,SA{BLANK}wouldhaveseenSA{BLANK}SA{BLANK}(FBI
referencetothesedocument
00216) s-

(U) SA{BLANK}acknowledged that during their conversations
{BLANK}aboutthe materials{BLANK}had previously provided to

which restated
s policy that "the federal government may, without notice, audit or
access an user's computer system" - in the process of reading the file as instructed by
According to SA{BLANK}however, at the time she did not see these
c were located in the “1A section" of the files.[634] {BLANK}8/10/00)

SSA{BLANK}
(U)

{BLANK}did not know with whom SA{BLANK}spoketo obtain the advice that a

bannerwasrequired

9/13/99), but at some tune in the spring of 1998, SA{BLANK}
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DOE
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b7c

FBI
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b7c

{BLANK}thatSA{BLANK}had

who was the case agent on the Lee investigation at the time, about the possibility o f
searching Lee’s computer. (Id.) SA{BLANK}toldSA
raised
the question of searching Lee’s computer, but SA
as told y
Headquarters that a search warrant was required (Id.)

a warrant was required “did not sit right” with
that she had worked on man computer cases in
Swhich the subject of the search had no expectation of privacy.
In
particular,according to
her experience with the National ComputerCrime
Squad had involved investigations where it had been determined that an employee had
no expectationof privacy whileusing his employer’scomputer. (Id.)It is for this reason
did not review the materials which she had been
particularly unfortunate that s
DOE
[637] Perhaps, in light of the seemingly
told had been given to S
categorical advice from FBI Headquarters thatrejected a search in the absence of a
banner,
as had
her, regarded these materials as
irrelevant. In any event, this is where c question died for all intents, when the
documents were, for a second time, not forwarded to FBI Headquarters for further
advice.
response that

[636]{BLANK}9/7/99)

SA{BLANK}andshetolSA{BLANK}
dSSA{BLANK}
SA{BLANK}

{BLANK}
SA{BLANK}before

b6,b7c

{BLANK}
Head
matterofsearching

WenHo Lee’s computerwith
S

or with anyone at FBI
recallconsulting Albuquerque’s DOE

aboutsearchingthecomputersof
b6
Inthose other investigation,the CDC b7c
employeesintwounrelatedmatters.
had advisedthat a searchwarrantwas required,and onewas obtained priorto thesearch
said that he did not consultwith theCDC in
of the
(Id.)

Leeinvestigation
{BLANK}
connectionwiththeWenHo

that s c could ha
owfthe
contacted
Computer

felt that it would be inappropriate

c Section manytimes.

because she was not the case agent.

{BLANK}gavetoSA{BLANK}in

documents

SA

{BLANK}9/7/99)

he docs not recallbeingaware of the
November 1996.

DOE
b6,b7c
page441

{BLANK}12/7/99)

FBI
b6

b7c

(U) In what appears to have been a last ditch effort to obtain a search of Wen Ho DOE
'kind o f hinted” to
Lee’s LANL computer S
that DOE could search
b6
9/7/99) From herexperience in investigations b7c
9/13/99;

{BLANK}

to{BLANK}

demurred,

involving
Lee’s computer.
computers, SA{BLANK}believed
that a computersystem administrator had the
right to monitor the use of its computers.{BLANK}
{BLANK}
however,
citing Executive Order 12333 as prohibitingDOE from undertakingany investigative
stepsonce the matter had been referred to the FBI.[638] {BLANK}9/13/99

9/7/99)

{BLANK}9/7/99)

have presented a legal obstacle to DOE conducting its own search of the LANL
computer systems usedby Wen Ho Lee.
received similar information
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another sourcewhen she

!

FBI

b6 b7c

SAs

discuessed above,the essense of the information imparted to SA
{BLANK}and
in March and June 1998 had actually been known to the FBI
since 1994,
shortlyafter Wen Ho Lee’s encounter

{BLANK}

b1

(AQI 01667)
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b1
set off alarms at the FBI. None of this information,
issue of however to gain access to the computer systems used by Wen

Ho Lee.

IO. (U) Banners remain the focus into 1999 until Wen Ho Lee's LANL computer
is finally searched. with Lee’s consent

DOE

FBI
b6

b7c

According to
t LANL since December 1998,

{BLANK}

ked S

January 1999

computer.[640]

responded
whether thethat
FBIAwould
lbuquerque's
be searching
Chief Division
Lee’s Counsel had sad that they could no
search the computer unless there was a banner on the computer.[641] (Id.) According to
who had recently retired fromthe FBI{BLANK} told S
unless there was a banner
the that
s position had been that it could not search computersSA{BLANK}that
position had changed.
encouraged SA{BLANK}to
of the FBI's NSLU,
had rendered an opinion in a 1998 matter
unrelated to LANL, that a waiver was sufficient to permit a search of a computer.[642] (Id.)

{BLANK}

a
l
t
hough
contact{BLANK}

who{BLANK}said

[640](U)In a letter to Edward J. Curran, Director of DOE’s Office of
Counterintelligence,{BLANK}states that the date ofthis conversationwas January 7,
1999.

(FBI04654)

[641](U)SA

Id the AGRT that she did not consult with Albuquerque e's CDC,
did not
aboutsearchingLee’s computer. {BLANK}3/10/00)
sing the WenHo Leematterwithanyof the FBIAlbuquerque case

recal everdiscus in{gBLANK}10/19/99)

ever
agents or supervisors, including SA{BLANK}{BLANK}3/1/00)

{BLANK}

{BLANK}

[642](U) { B L A N K }s a i d that the matter in which
assisted
{BLANK}involved
licit banner advising employees of the possibility of
computermonitoring.
According
search a computer
without a warrant or
order,the investigatormust be able to show that the user is
aware that the computersystem may be monitored and has given consent to do SO,
a corporate policy and an
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to{BLANK}to

to

DOE

FBI
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b7c

(U) According {BLANK}SA{BLANK}already knew about the on-line
acknowledgment o f computer monitoring, which by then had been implemented labwide, because he had obtained such records for her in unrelated waste, fraud, and abuse
recalled that he had obtained the e-mail of
cases. {BLANK} 9/13/99) Moreover,
in
other
investigations.[644] (Id.) Nevertheless, it
other LANL employeesfor SA
response to the information provided
appears that no action was taken by S
by
This may be explained, however, y the fact that at the time of the
conversation, and until early February, the FBI was under the misimpressionthat Lee had
passed the DOE administered polygraph examination on December 23, 1998.

{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}

{BLANK}

(U)As late as February 1999, however, it appears that the existence of a banner
was still the FBI's touchstone for determining whether a warrantless search of Lee's
computer was permissible. In a February 22, 1999 EC,
to FBI

SSA{BLANK}wrote

Albuquerque:
(U)On 2/17/99, DOE's Ed Curran suggested AQ FBI may be
able to access, copy, and retain electronic communications
contained in or retrievable from subject's e-mailaccount at
LANL. FBIHQ advised this depends on the existence and
wording of any banner Warnings that LANL may use to warn
subject of no expectation of privacy.

t

I


through a banner, waiver, or clear corporate policy *% d& the employee has no
reasonable expectation of privacy. (Id.)
[643] (U){BLANK}referred to this on-line acknowledgment as a
9/13/99),as have otherwitnesses and reports.

“waiver”{BLANK}

however, she docs not recall being told of the
[644](U) AccordingtoSA
on-line registration program, an she was never given any suchdocuments b

{BLANK}3/10/00)

{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}
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(AQI 00180) The EC tasked Albuquerque with determining “what, if any, warnings arc
on subject‘s computer”and to coordinate with the NSLU “to determineif the warning IS
legally sufficient to allow LANL to access arid copy subject’s e-mails or other files.”

(Id.)

DOE

FBI
b6
b7c

(U) According to an investigativeupdate that ASAC William Lueckenhoff faxed
Albuquerque had that day “contacted
concerning issues raisedby Ed
that “LANLpersonnel advised that
a ‘banner warning’ does not exist on the LANL system to warn users of no expectation
of privacy.'' (Id.) It is not clear who the “LANL personnel” were who were responsible
for communicatingthis information,which we now know to be inaccurate, to the FBI.

This investigative lead to Albuquerque was ultimately overtaken by events, as
Lee’s LANL computer was searched, with Lee’s consent, on March 5, 1999.
(U)

11. (U) The discovery that Wen Ho Lee had taken the “crown jewels”

(U) When the FBI searched Wen Ho Lee’s X Division office, it discovered a
notebook containing,among other things, a printout of computer file names from one of
Lee’s directories on the open CFS ofLANL’s computer system
12/17/99; AQI 06196) When the LANL scientists assisting e FBI examined
c c names contained in this listing,they were immediately suspicious that Lee had

{BLANK}9/11/99;

{BLANK}
movedhighlyclassifiedcomputerfilesfromthesecureLANLsystemtotheunclassified,
opensystem{BLANK}12/21/99;

12/17/99) When the LANL scientists went to
examine the contents of these files, however, they disovered that the files had been
deletedin January andFebruary 1999. (AQI06197)FromLANLcomputersystem
backup tapes, LANL scientistswere able to reproducethe directory as it existed prior to
the deletion of the files. (Id.) When the restoredfiles were examined,the LANL

{BLANK}

scientists’fearswereconfirmed: WenHoLeehadtransferredcomputerfilescontaining
classified nuclear weapons designinformation from the secure computer system onto the

open system. (Id.) These classified files remained on the open system from the time that

page446

(U){BLANK}

one ofthe LANL scientists who first recognized the file names
of the computer codes and other files that Lee had transferred onto die open system, was
stunned by his discovery:

(U) This is - it’s unimaginable. I could not believe it. I

learned that Lee had signed waivers consenting to
monitoring ofhis computer. (FBI 00209) {BLANK}received a request from

SA{BLANK}

FBIb6
b7c

waiversinXDivision.
forms, containing an express consent

told{BLANK}that Lee would haw

{BLANK}
who provided{BLANK}with
to monitoring,
by
then contactedthe X Division

sign

I

with the “Rules of Use“
(FBI00209)

[645](U) TheFBI also discovered, through the search of Lee’s LANLoffices,
portable computer tapes, an examination of which confirmed that Lee had not only
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{BLANK}

X Division
suggested that SA
contact for assistance
with
As discussedabove,according to
all X Division
computer users were required to sign a “Rules of Use” form, containing a warning that
was subject to monitoring.[648]
the "Rules of Use” forms, which were specific to X Division. Had
FBI about searching or monitoring Wen Ho Lee's computer, or if
t what expectation of privacy Wen Ho Lee might havein the use
would have drawn attention to the "Rules of Use'' forms. (Omnibus

(Omnibus11/30/99){BLANK}

11/30/99)

(U)
Had the FBI asked{BLANK}in November 1996,it would have learned that
Wen Ho Lee signed two such "Rules of Use" documents on April 19,1995,one for the

on line. Once the user was taken offthe system due to the user's termination, however,
the record of that user's
registrationwasautomaticallyremovedfromthesystem.
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b6
b7c

1993 these waivers had been maintained in a binder in X Division which IS where
them when they were finally requested
(FBI 00209;
Omnibus 11/30/99)

by{BLANK}

{BLANK}located

FBI
b6
b7c

however, and was never asked a out them.
have told the FBI about the "Rules of Use"

forms
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ad

been asked whether

en Ho

DOE

b6

b7c

DOE
FBI
b6
b7c

accessedremotelyon a network and to which many others had access. Second, various

forms.

would

said that this is”thetype of

make people aware of computersecurity.
{BLANK}12/21/99) None of SA{BLANK}302s o

have mentioned to

SA{BLANK}

could not be certain of this,however.
reflect that SA{BLANK}was told of the

{BLANK}referring tothe X DivisionsecureLAN..It is

[650](U) Apparently,

worth noting, as an exampple c o the confusion that apparentlycontinues to surround the
issue of banners andwaivers regardingLANLcomputers, that{BLANK}told the
AGRT in September 1999 that there was never a banner on LANL’s o computer
system during any time relevant to the Wen Ho Lee investigation.
In
fact, as discussed above, them were banners on both the lab-wide secure an open
systems as we both the Division secure and open local areanetworks at the time
that
November 1996.

{BLANK}9/13/99)

SA{BLANK} asked{BLANK}in
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logs and other data maintained on the lab-wide network could have provided information
relevant to the investigation These included logs that record when users access
particular files and what actions they perform on the files, such as altering its
classification or downloading it. Inquiries to the LANL computer help desk were also
recorded. These logs and help desk records could have been a rich source of information
concerning Wen Ho Lee’s computer activities, much of which could have been obtained
without a warrant, even in the absence of banners or waivers.
a. (U) The open and secure systems

(U)
Wen Ho Lee had in his X Division office a Sun Microsystems workstation
with which he could access the secure or X Division local mea network (”LAN”) and
another Sun Microsystems workstation With which he could access the open X Division
LAN.[651] Although both workstations had temporary memory capacity that allowed the
user to work with files or data that had been accessed from the X Division LAN or the

Iab-wide IntegratedComputing Network (”ICN”),[652] neither had a hard drive on which
files could be downloaded or stored. For all intents and purposes, all memory on the Sun
workstations Was erased when the workstation was powered off. (Omnibus 11/30/99)
(U) TO access the X Division secure, or “Enchanted,” LAN,an X Division user
would connect his workstation to a port located in a lockbox on the office wall. The

workstations could not be left connected to the secure LAN, and at the end of each day,

[651](U) Lee’s XDivision office had a door with a lock, although it shared a
key with fournearby offices. Lee had bookcases in his office that made it

common

impossibletoseehiscomputers,orwhathewasdoingatthiscomputers,fromoutsidehis
office.
[652](U) Thus, Lee had four “accounts”on the LANL computersystem: Lee could
store information on either of the two X-Division LAN’s or on either of the two lab-wide
b6,b7c ICNs.
9/13/99)To access a computer account, a LANLuser would need to input
an identifier assigned to each employee that appears on the security badge
a “Z-number,”
that each employee wears, together with a password that is assigned to each user by
LANL. With a LANL user’s Z-numberand password, anyone can access the open
system through the Internet from anywhere in the world.

DOE

{BLANK}

FBI

{BLANK}9/11/99)

b6
b7c
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the users were to disconnect the workstation from the port.'" The X Division serversare
located on the first floor of Building 43. Wen I lo Lee’s X Division office was on the
second floor of this building The X Division servers arc in vault rooms, which arc
alarmed and can be accessed only with a password. Wen Ho Lee did not have access to
the vaults with the servers, unless he was escorted. (Omnibus 11/30/99)

(U) The secure ICN at LANL contains supercomputers, storage, and specialized
servers connected to users in other laboratory divisions and groups. The X Division
LANs were connected by "ether" networks to the lab-wide ICNs. The secure or
''Enchanted" X Division LAN was connected to the secure ICN. The open X Division
LAN was connected to the open ICN.[654] The secure ICN includes the secure Central
Filing System ("CFS"), which is a file storage server, and supercomputers designated
Sigma,Tao, and Theta, on which complex computerfunctions could be performed on
files accessed on the secure CFS. Services available in the open ICN include
supercomputing, storage and archive, Web access, and Internet mail. The open ICN
includes the open CFS.[655] (Omnibus 11/30/99)
(U) The secure and the open CFS are in Building SM 132, a separate building
from that in which Wen Ho Lee worked, in a controlled access area. The CFS system
comprises more than 6,000 tape cartridges in a storage silo. The entire open and secure

[653](U) In some offices, an X Division userhad one workstation through which to
access both the open and the secure LAN, although a workstation could not be connected
to both LANs at once. Theuser would have todisconnect from one port and reconnect

toaseparateportintheofficeinordertoaccessthedifferentLANswithinXDivision.

[654](U) The X Division secure and open LANs were physically separate systems.
[655](U) The closed ICN and the open ICN are separatedby an ”airgap,” which
means that the two system arc physically and electronically separate systems. In January
1995, the open CFS and the secure CFS were split, to introduce an "air gap” between the
two file storagesystems. Prior to that time, the open and secure CFS were contained on a
single system that was "partitioned"to store secret restricteddata files on the secure
“red” partition and unclassified files on the open “green” partition.
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ICN is contained in six rooms in the Central Computing Facility in SM 132. (Omnibus
11/30/99)
(U) To access the X Division LANs or the ICNs, an X Division user would
connect the workstation to the port and boot up off the network: As part of the log-in
process for both the secureand open LANs, the X Division banner, discussed above,
would appear. Once logged on, a user in X Division could access machines that were
part of the X Division LAN from his workstation. Whenever a user loggedonto a
machine in the X Division network, the X Division banner would appear on the
workstation screen again. W e n Ho Lee had a "home directory" on the secure X Division
LAN and one on the open LAN. He could store files or data on these home directories.
Lee could also-storefiles or data on directories he had on the CFS storage systems that
were connected to the secure and open ICNs. The classified files Lee is accused of down
partitioning and downloading onto tape were taken from directories on the secure ICN
and moved to directories on the open ICN. (Omnibus 11/30/99)

b. (U) The logs generated by LANL computer systems

(U)
The CFS system maintained logs recording the actions of users of the system.
The CFS logs, also known as the System Maintenance Facility logs, would record
changes in the cIassification or partitioning of a file. The CFS logs recorded the user, file
name, the date and time of the action on the file, and the CFS commands issued with
respect to the file. The logs are a chronological listingof actions performed by a l l users.
Thus, for example, ifa user modified a file to change its classification inthemorning,
down partitioned the file in the afternoon, and copied it at night, the user's activities on
the CFS log could be separated by thousands of log entries pertaining to actions of other

LANLusers. Ifasked by the FBI,it wouldhave beenpossible for someone to have
looked at the CFS logs on a daily basis to seewhatactions WenHo Leehadexecuted DOE

{BLANK}it

Logs werealsomaintainedbyeachoftheworkermachines. Accordingto
b6,b7c
would have been possible in 1996 to write a program to search the CFS logs or a given
user's name and to generate a list of all files on the CFS that were access by the user for
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{BLANK}

the 1993 to 1996 period
estimatedthat the project could have taken from a week
to two months, depending upon the ugrency of the project [656] (Omnibus 11/30/99)
(U) Until June 1994, to move files from the secureCFS to the open CFS required
the use of “MachineC.”[657] Machine C was a worker machine on the LANL ICN used to
transfer files from the secure to the open partition on the CFS.[658] Machine C performed
only this one function. It changed the designation of a file from a more secure partition
to a less secure partition, such as from the secure “red” partition to the nonsecure “green”
partition. This was called “down partitioning” a file. Technically, Machine C did not
move the file, since the CFS as it exited at the time that Machine C was in use did not
have separate drives for the secure and open partitions. Rather, files existed on a single

physical storagefacility, but were designated “red“ or “green.” Machine C would not
change the partition of a file from red to greenunless the file was unclassified. Machine
C could not be used to change the classification of a file. The user would have to first
change the “header“ of the file that contained the secret classificationto unclassified on
the red partition before using Machine C to change the partition from red to green. The
partition of a file could only be changed using Machine C. (Omnibus11/30/99)

[656](U) The CFS logs are maintainedback to 1993. According to{BLANK}the logs

DOE

b6
beganin 1993, so that, had the FBIasked for h
te
m in 1996,the earliest logs would still b7c

befrom 1993. The CFS logs are stored on tape on the CFS system,

[657](U) With the exceptionof the last file, whichwas moved directly from the

secureCFSontoaportabletape,allofthefilesinvolvedintheIndictmentweremoved
prior to June 1994. (LANL001954 &2054

[658](U) It has always been forbiddento process or store classified information on
the open system. However, a LANLscientistmay haw had a legitimateneed to transfer
files from the open to the secure system to use, for example,an unclassified program to
manipulate classified information. A scientist might also have legitimately transferred to
the open system unclassified files or data which had been stored on the secure systemclassified files were coded in a way intended to preventtheir being transferred from the
closed to the open system. (Omnibus 11/30/99)
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created the spreadsheets used in connection with Lee’s
detention hearing, which described all of his activities concerning the filescharged in the
the same informationcould have been compiled in
Indictment Accordingto
1996.
“some months”to compile the information in the
detail cy now have it. {BLANK}12/17/99)

[659](U){BLANK}
{BLANK}noted,however,thatittook
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{BLANK}or

DOE

report.[660] Occasionally, the system administrator notified
{BLANK} b6
of the Office of Counterintelligence at LANL, apparently when the explanation o f the
b7c
anomaly was found insufficient.{BLANK}9/11/99)
(U) The NADIR system monitored activities on the open and secure ICN,
including the supercomputers Sigma, Tao, and Theta,MachineC, and the CFS.[661] The
NADIR system also monitored the system log, which recorded user log-ons, and the
security log, which tracked file access, the number of times a file was accessed: and when
differentfiles were accessed. The NADIR system built a user profile for each: ICN user
based upon his past activities, and generated a report whenever a user's activities were
anomalous based upon this profile of past activities. For example, NADIR monitored a
user's hours of computing, and if that user began computing at unusual hours compared
to his past hours, NADIR would generate a report. Similarly, ifa user's number of
downloads or transfers of files was anomalous based upon his history, NADIR would
generate a report Movement of files from the secure to the open CFS would not
necessarily trigger a NADIR report, unless such activity, such as the quantity of files
transferred or the time of day of the transfer, was anomalous in some way.[662] (Omnibus
11/30/99)
(U) In 1994, the CFS was modified to create an "air gap" between the open and
securesystems,making it virtually impossible to transfer files directly between the two.

DOE

b6

b7c
ifthe file names are
fromthe CFS logswiththeinformationthatis intheNADIRreports. (Omnibus
11/30/99)
[661](U)

TheNADIRsystemismaintainedonaserverthatispartoftheICN.

(Omnibus11/30/99)
[662](U) Ifa NADIR report was generated for a user, the NADIR team had an
investigator who would contact the user for an explanation ofthe anomaly. The
explanation would then be entered onto a database. (Omnibus 11/30/99)
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FBI
b6
b7c

{BLANK}

a large number of NADIR reports were generated in "all of 1994 and a good
chunk of 1993," when the LANL CFS system was being split. (Omnibus 11/30/99) One

was generated for W e n Ho Lee.

(U)

In August 1993, Wen Ho Lee triggered a NADIR report for moving
c number of files. (Omnibus 11/30/99) The NADIR team's investigator
did not contact Lee for an explanation, however. (FBI 15838)
agreed that at the time preceding
characterizedthis incident as ''common.''
(Id.)
the
changes
to the system was taken as a
the CFS split, file movement in anticipation of
sufficientexplanation for ananomalous transfers of files from the secure to the open
partition. (Omnibus 11/30/99){BLANK}also noted that the NADIR system generates
thousands of anomaly reports per year, an
is the only investigatorresponsible for
looking into all ofthem.
could not followup on all of them. FBI 15839)

{BLANK}

{BLANK}just

b6
b7C

large

{BLANK}

DOE

{BLANK}

b1
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listing of questions posed by Lee includesseveral that arc significantto the criminal
investigation

(U)On March 2, 1998, the same day that Lee submitted a form to DOE regarding
travel to Taiwan to vacation and to present a paper relating to Lagrangian codes (FBI
1275), a computerhelp desk inquiry shows that Lee asked “How to telnet to his machine
from overseas." (FBI 13525) The "solution" entered on the help desk system states,
"walk thru.”[664] (Id.)

(U)On January 19, 1999, shortIy after being interviewed by the FBI and the day
before Lee began deleting the classified files he had transferred to the open CFS,a
computerhelp desk inquiry shows that Lee asked "how to get from local workstation (X)
to cfs?” (FBI 13525) Then on January 22,1999, according to the April 8,1999 EC,
"Lee wanted to know why the 'deleted files...arenot going away.' This request came
just five days after Lee was first interviewed by the FBI.'' (FBI 01986; FBI 13525) On
the same day, "Lee also wanted to know how to access the 'Gamma' computer from his
Macintosh computer, which he had at his residence." (Id.)

b1
TARed and stored back onto the open CFS. It was previouslya classified file, butthe
modifications removed the classified material, and the unclassified file was saved back to
the open CFS. (Detention Hearing 12/27/99 Tr. 64) On February 16,1999, Lee made

DOE
b6

b7c

to{BLANK}however,

for assistance. According
there were no references to requests for
Wen Ho Lee on the X Division heIp desk system. (Omnibus11/30/99)

assistanceby

[664](U)According to an April 8,1999 EC regarding Lee’s help desk inquiries, “Lee
asked the 'help desk' how he could access his network classified computer from
overseas. He was told [that] he would not. The question is significantbecause he asked
it just prior to a vacation he took to Taiwan.'' (FBI 01986)
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another computerhelp desk inquiry: “wants to replace one file in a tar file on a tape.”[663]
Then on February 17, 1999, Lee made his “Final deletion oftarFile15.
This was the next to last file deleted by [Lee] on the open CFS.” (LANL 001989)
According to
Lee had manipulatedsome of the tapes that the FBI recovered
from his T Division office to delete the classified information from the tape.
9/11/99)
(FBI 13525)

FBI
b6

SA{BLANK}

{BLANK}

b7c
e. (U) Electronic mail

(U) According to
who had an account on the open and the DOE
secure X Division LAN had e-mail. X Division used a commercial, or “pop” client e- b6,b7C
mail sotware package, such as Netscape or Microsoft Outlook Express, to access e-mail.
Because the e-mailsoftwarewas an “off-the-shelf” package, it did not contain any
banner or notice that the e-mailmay be monitored by LANL. To access the e-mail,
however, an X Division user would have to have been logged onto the X Division LAN
and therefore would have encountered the X Division banner. An X Division user’s e
mail once read remained on the X Division e-mailserver until the user did something
with it. The user could store e-mailon the user’s X Division home directory. The secure
and open e-mail systems in X Division were completely separate from one another.

{BLANK}everyone

(Omnibus 11/30/99)

(U) According to{BLANK}there is e-mailon both the secure and the open ICN; DOE
b6
however,the secure e-mail system had very few
in 1996and is still fairly lowin
use. There are no banners on the open or secureICN e-mail systems. Auserhad only b7C

users

I

one opene-mail address,so that e-mail fromX Division,from elsewhere in the lab, or
fromthe Internetwas allrouted to theuser’s single opene-mail address. Similarly, users
hadonlyone secure e-mailaddress. LANLhas bad e-mail onthe openICN since the
early1980s. XDivisiondidnothavee-mailonitsopenLANuntilthelate1980sor
early 1990s. It was not necessary to have an account on the ICN in order to have an e
mail account at LANL. (Omnibus 11/30/99)

Accordi
n
gtoSA{BLANK}the
help desk also has records of questions
by Lee before 1996
would haw been helpful the investigation.

[665](U)
were

posed

{BLANK} 1/99)

that

to

at
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FBI
b6

b7c

{BLANK}

(U) According to SA
in his opinion it would not have advanced the
investigation of Wen Ho Lee to have been able to search or monitor Lee’s e-mail None
of what was discovered with respectto Lee’sdownloading of classified files would have

been discovered through a search of Lee’s e-mail. According to
do what tic did through e-mail.” {BLANK}9/11/99)

SA{BLANK} Lee "didn't

C. (U) Legal Analysis
(U) It is settled that a government employee may have a reasonable expectation of
privacy in the government workplace. O'Connor v. Ortega 480 U.S.709,715-16
(1987). It appears, however, that when asked about searching Wen Ho Lee's computer
in November 1996, the NSLUIeapt from the unexceptionablepremise that Lee may have
had a reasonable expectation of privacy in his LANLcomputer, to the conclusionthat he,
infact, did have one. Instead, this should have only been the beginning of the inquiry.
(U) The applicationof the Fourth Amendment depends upon whether the person

invoking its protections can claim a reasonable expectation of privacy that has been
invaded by government action. Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735,740 (1979).

(U) This inquiry...normally
embraces two discrete
questions. The first is whether the individual by his conduct,
has "exhibited an actual (subjective) expectationof privacy
whether...the
individual has shown that "he seeks to
preserve [something]as private.” The second question is
whether the individual's subjective expectation of privacy is
“one that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable’”
whether....the individual's expectation, viewed objectively,
is “justifiable”under the circumstances.
Id.(citations omitted).
(U) The NSLU did not inquire, or advise the agents to inquire whether a LANL
employee such as Lee had a subjective expectation of privacy in the LANL computer
systems he used, or whether, whatever expectation of privacy he may havehad
notwithstanding, it was justifiable under the circumstances. This was crucial. "Given
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the great variety of work environments in the public sector, the question whether an
employee has a reasonable expectation of privacy must be addressed on a case-by-case
basis.” O’Connor, 480 US. at 718. Moreover, “[p]ublic employees’ expectations of
privacy i n their offices, desks, and file cabinets, like similar expectations of employees in
the private sector may be reduced by virture of actual office practices and procedures, or
by legitimate regulation.” Id.at 717.[666] Nor did the NSLU advise the agents to explore
the computer architecture at LANL to ascertain whether, because of the nature of the
computing environment, Lee had, in effect, "knowingly expose[d]” his computer
activities,[667] or had "voluntarily turn[ed] over” information concerning his computer use
to third parties.[668]

for example, the Court held that a telephone user could
have no reasonable expectation of privacyin the numbers he dialed because he
“voluntarily conveyed numerical information to the telephone company and 'exposed'
that information to its equipment in the ordinary course of business. In doing so,
petitioner assumed the risk that the company would reveal to police the numbers he
dialed." 442 U.S.at 744.[669] The Court rejected the petitioner's contention that he had
(U) In
Smith
Maryland,
v.

[666](U) See also Schowengerdt v. General Dyanamics Corp., 823 F.2d 1328,1334
(9th Cir. 1987). “In the last analysis, the objective component of an employee's professed
expectation of privacy must be assessed in the full context of the particular employment
relation.” V
Vega-Rodriguezv.PuertoRicoTelehponeCo., 110 F.3d 174,179 (1" Cir.
1997) (collecting cases).

[667](U) “What a personknowingly exposes to the public, even in his own home or
office, isnot a subject ofFourth Amendment protection.” Katzv.UnitedStates, 389
U.S. 347,351 (1967).
[668](U) “This
Court
consistently
hasheldthatapersonno
has legitimate
expectation of privcy in informationhe voluntarily turns over to third parties.” Smith,
442 U.S. at 741.

[669](U) SeealsoUnited States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435 (1976). In Miller, the Court
held that a bank customer had no Fourth Amendment interest in checks, deposit slips and
other information conveyed to his bank.
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demonstrated an expectation of privacy by using “the telephonein his house to the
exclusion of all others.” Id.at 743
(U) Regardlessof his location, petitioner had to convey that
number to the telephonecompany in preciselythe same way
if he wished to complete his call. The fact that he dialed the
number on his home phone rather than on some other phone
could make no conceivable difference, nor could any
subscriber rationally think that it would.

Id. Analogously, when Wen Ho Lee accessed the ICN by attaching his workstation to
the port located in the lockbox on his office wall, and when he used the remote Machine
C to down partition files or used the remote Machine Rho to save files onto its disks
(because he had no such memory on his own workstation), he ”voluntarily conveyed”
information about his computer usage to the LANL systems and he “‘exposed’ that
information to its equipment in the ordinary course of business,” just as the telephone
subscriber in Smith v. Maryland had.

(U) Thus, although the NSLU was apparently informed, incorrectly, that there
was no banner-onthe LANL computer systems used by Wen Ho Lee, had a review been
conducted of additional information concerning the “office practices and procedures“ at
LANL and the physical characteristics of the computer system itself, it would have been
evident that Lee had .nojustifiable expectation of privacy, even in the absence of a
banner. The factors supporting this conclusion include the foIlowing:

(U)All of the documents obtained, includingfinancial
statements and deposit slips, contain onlyinformation
voluntarily conveyedto the banks andexposed to their
employees in the ordinary course of business....The
depositor takes the risk, in revealing his affairs to another,
that the information will be conveyed by that personto the

Government.
425 U.S. at 442-43
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(U) Since at least 1989, when Lee annually renewed his
password for the secure ICN, he receiveddocumentation

staling that the LANL computersystemswere exclusively for
official business;
2.

(U) Leewas similarly told in connection with this annual password
renewal that his computer files would be audited by the LANL security
personnel as well as the computer personnel;

3.

(U) Since at least 1991, Lee annually signed an X Division form stating
that the X Division systems were to be used only for official business

purposes;
4.

DOE

5.

b6
b7c

(U) Lee was similarly told by the X Division form that DOE and LANL
security policies required that his files be audited by security officers;
(U) The LANL Official Use Guidelines for Computing and Information FBI
Systems (which{BLANK}had given to SA
inNovember 1996), b6
b7c
widely-published in the LANL new b bulletin, warned that LANL or the
federal government might audit or access a user's computer system or data

{BLANK}

communications;
6.

This point was also made in the Safeguards and Security Manual,
whichwas available on-line through Lei's computer;

7.

(U) LANLcomputer users executed an on-Iine “Computer Security

(U)

Responsibility Acknowledgment”thatinformedthemthatLANLcomputer

systemswereforofficialuseonlyandthatusagewassubjecttomonitoring
and auditing;[670]

[670](U) As discuessed above, this Acknowledgment was not required of X Division
users until some time in the December 1996 to April 1997 time frame.
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8.

(U) LANL personnelreceived regularbriefings on computer security,
whic informed them that the computersecurity staff would monitor
computeruse;

9.

(U) Since at least 1992, LANL regularlydistributed booklets emphasizing
that the computersystems were to be used only for official business;

10.

(U) These booklets also notified LANL computer users that all users’ files
would subject to being audited;

I I.

(U) Users were not permitted to choose their own passwords to access the
computer systems, but had them assigned for both the ICNs and the X

Division LANs;
12.

(U) The LANL system administrator could access a user’s computer files
without the need for the user’s password, and this was widely known at
LANL;

13.

(U) Lee’s office workstations had no memory capacity on which to store
information,and all computer storage was maintained at a remote site to
which Lee did not have access;

14.

(U) Lee could not access the LANL systems without each day connecting
his workstation to a port located in the wall of his office;

15.

(U) To down partition files from the secure to the open CFS,Lee would

havehadtologontoMachineC,which, althoughaccessiblefromhisoffice

workstation,wasphysicallylocatedataremotelocationfromhisofficeand
which was used by aIIother scientists at LANLto perform the same
function;
16.

(U) All worker machines through which Lee accessed classified files as
part of his day-to-dayjob functions were at similarly remote locations and
were similarly used by other scientists at LANL;
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17.

(U) Signs notified visitors lo LANL that all containers and vehicleswere
subject to search arid searches o f vehicles and containers were randomly
and routinelyconducted;

18.

(U) Lee’s X Division office door lock shared a commonkey with those of
four other nearby offices;

19.

(U) LANL is a nuclear weapons design facility subject to extensive
security measures and requiring special clearances; and, finally,

20.

(U) In 1994, all employees in Lee's division received a booklet explicitly
stating that while using LANL computing andcommunication resources,
"youshould have no expectation or privacy.” (emphasis added)

(U) To be sure, those considering a warrantless search of Lee's computer, and of
LANL systems accessed by him, still would have had to address the issue of whether,
despite having no Iegitimate expectation against searches by his employer, Lee
nevertheless might have had ajustifiable expectation against searches by law
enforcement officers.[671] From the foregoing Iitany of factors, however, Lee clearly did
not have "a 'justifiable,' a 'reasonable,' or a 'legitimate expectation of privacy,"' Smith
v. Maryland, 442 U.S.at 740, in the various LANLcomputer systems that he accessed
from his office workstation, regardlessof whether the search had been conducted by
LANL personnel or by the FBI. See United Statesv. Taketa923 F.2d 665,672 (9th Cir.
1991) (holding thatwarrantless search of defendant's office for evidence of criminal
conductwas not “reasonable” under O’Connor, but noting that ifthe defendant had no
reasonable expectation of privacy in his office “therewas no fourth amendment violation
regardlessofthenatureofthesearch”);Schowengerdtv.UnitedStates, 944 F.2d 483,

[571](U)Cf.Mancusiv. DeForte, 392 US. 364,369 (1968) (defendantwho shared
office with other union
“still couldreasonably have expected that only those
persons and their personal or business guests would enter the office, and that records
would not be touched except with their permission or that of union higher-ups”); butsee
O’Connor, 480 U.S. at 731 (Scalia, J, concurring) (”The identity ofthe searcher (police
v. employer) is relevant not to whether Fourth Amendment protectionsapply, but only to
whether the search of a protected area is reasonable.”).

officers
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488 (9th Cir 1991) (warrantless search of Naval employee’s office by Special Agent for

the Naval Investigative Service upheld on the grounds that the “operational realities” of
the workplace precluded an objectively reasonably expectation of privacy); see also
United States v. Simons, 206 F.3d 392 (4th Cir. 2000) (remote searches of
defendant’s
computer did not violate his Fourth Amendment rights in light of agency’s Internet
policy that limited use to ”official government business only” and warned that agency
would “audit, inspect, and/or monitor” use).[672]

[672](U) It should be noted that it is clear from O’Connor v. Ortega and its progeny

that DOE could have: searched Lee’s computer, even ifhe had a reasonable expectation of
privacy, at any time after DOE had “reasonable grounds for suspecting that the search
[would] turn up evidence that [Leewas] guilty of work-related misconduct.” O’Connor,
480 U.S.at 726. Presumably, this would have been at some time during the conduct of
DOE’s administrative inquiry. An examination of Lee’s directories and files at that time
would have been “reasonably related to the objectives of the search and not excessively
intrusive in light of the nature of the misconduct.”’ Id. (citation and intend marks
omitted). Also, Title III would have permitted DOE to monitor Lee’s computer
the protection of the rights or property of” DOE.
activities as ‘‘necessarily incident...to
18 U.S.C. § 25 11(2)(a)(i).
(U) The reason given by a number of DOE personnel for refraining from taking
such investigative steps has been that Executive Order 12333 prohibitedDOE from
investigativemeasures once the matterhadbeenturned over to the FBI. (See.
9/7/99) This reasonwould not obtainduring the
administrative inquiry, however, since the referralto the FBI bad not yet been made.
ExecutiveOrder 12333 does provide that,otherthanthe FBI,agnecies within the
intelligencecommunity, such as the intelligenceelementofDOE, arenotauthorized to
conduct physicalsearches in the United States. Exec.OrderNo. 12333,§ 2.4(b),46Fed.
Reg.59941(1981). Also, DOE Order No.5670.3 (1992), promulgatedpursuantto
Executive Order 12333, provides:

DOE
FBI takingany
b6 e.g.,
b7c

9/13/99{BLANK}

(U)
Wehn an inquiry or administrative investigationprovide
reason to believe that thenmay be a basis for an espionage
investigation, the matter will be immediately referred to the
[FBI]. This Order does not authorizeany DOE or contractor
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employees to conduct espionage investigationsor any other
criminal investigations

Id., 1992 WL 754373.

(U)Because it is not within the scope of the AGRT's mission, we havenot
explored whether there may be other orders or regulations that deal directly with the
effect of Executive Order 12333 upon an agency's ability to conduct searches of the kind
contemplated by O'Connor. On the whole, however, neither Executive Order 12333, nor
the related DOE order quoted above, appear to apply to work-related O'Connor
searches, as opposed to searches conducted for intelligence or counterintelligence
purposes. This interpretation is bolstered by the1992 Memorandum of Understanding
(“MOU”) between the FBI and DOE,which was apparentlyapplicable during the
investigation. (FBI 01240) While requiringDOE to coordinate with the FBI, the MOU
otherwise leaves DOE free to deal with work-related issues:

(U)This MOU is not intended to affect DOE's authority to
conduct administrative investigations or inquiries related to
DOE personnel or facilities. While the DOE may take
appropriate administrativee, disciplinaryor other action at any
time in connectionwith a DOE employee whose activities are
reported to the FBI, DOEwill coordinate with the FBI in
advance of any intended action, to m i d prejudicing any
ongoing or planned FBI investigative effort or criminal

prosecution.

(FBI 01243) (emphasisadded)
(U) An interpretation of ExecutiveOrder 12333that permits work-related
searches is more consistent with the purpose of the order, which according to its
preamble is that "[a]II reasonable and lawful means must be used to ensure that the
United States will receive the best intelligenceavailable." This is not to suggest that
DOE could act as an alter ego of the FBI to conduct searches for the benefit of a criminal
or FCI investigation, Rather, when there are valid reasons to be concerned about an
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(U) The FBI also would have had IO consider the implications ofthe wire tap
statute, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-22(”Title III”). arid the Electronic Communications Privacy
Act, 18 U.S.C.§§ 2701-11 (“ECPA”).[673] In this regrad however,the factors discussed

above regardingan absence of an expectationof privacy would also establish that Wen
Ho Lee had expresslyor impliedly consentedto the interception of his electronic
communications, within the meaning of 18 U.S.C.
§ 2511(2)(c) under Title III. United
States v. Workman, 80 F.3d 688,693 (2d Cir. 1996); United States v. Lanoue, 71 F.3d.
966,981 (I“ Cir. 1995).[674] In addition, since LANL is not a provider of electronic
communication services “to the public,” ECPA’s prohibitions on the disclosure of the
contents of electronic communications, 18 U.S.C.§ 2702(a), do not appIy to it.
Anderson ConsultingLLP v. UOP,991 F. Supp. I041 (N.D.Ill. 1998).

employee’s continued employment or unsupervised access to classified information,
Executive Order 12333 should not be read to prohibit the kind of work-related searches
that the Supreme Court has pIainly said the Constitution permits. Ofcourse, whatever
evidence DOE lawfullyobtained as a result of a search conductedfor that work-refuted
purpose could be shared with the FBI. UnitedStatesv.Simons, 206 F.3d 392 (4th Cir.
2000); UnitedStatesv.Johnson, 16 F.3d 69,74 (5th Cir. 1994). See alsoGossmeyer v.
McDonald, 128 F.3d 481,492 (7th Cir. 1997) (presence of outside law enforcement
officials and the possibilityof the search leading to criminal charges did not inevitably
convert search into a criminal search requiringprobable cause and a warrant).

[673](U) This assumes, for argument,that Wen HoLee’s activities on the LANL
computer system, such as his accessing of files on the CFS or his instructions toworker
machineson the ICN, such as Machine Rho or Machine C,would meet the definition of
“electroniccommunication,” containedin 18 U.S.C. §2510(12), which
generally
”means
anytransferofsigns, signals,writing, images, sounds,data,orintelligenceof anynature
transmitted in whole or in part by awire,radio electromagentic photoelectronic or
photooptical system that affects interstate or foreign commerce.” It is not clear,however
that Lee’s activities while using the LANL computersystemswouldhaveamounted to
“electronic communication.”
[674](U) Congress intended the consent provisions of Title III to be construed
broadly United Statesv.Amen 831 F.2d 373,378 (2d Cir. 1987); Griggs-Ryan v.
Smith, 904 F.2d 112,116 (1st Cir, 1990).
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(U) Even ifthe FBI remained concerned that these factors were insufficient io
conduct a full search o f Wen Ho Lee’s computer files or a “real time” monitoring of his
computer activities,[675] the FBI should have considered whether the LANL computer

systems might yield information to which Lee could have no reasonable expectation of
privacy and to which Title III and ECPA would not apply. The various logs maintained
by the LANL computer systems would have provided fertile ground."' For example, the
logs on Machine C,which simply recorded when it was accessed and by whom, are little
different from the XDivision entry and exit logs, which the FBI obtained through a
voluntary production by LANL. The FBI might have queried the NADIR logsto see if
Lee was responsible for an unusually large number of transfers from the closed to the
open systems had taken place. It might have examined the CFS logs to see what files

Lee had transferred. Under the circumstances listed above, Lee would haveno Fourth

[675](U) Only contemporaneous monitoring of Lee's computer usage would
implicateTitle III's prohibitions on intercepting electronic communications. See,e.g.,
Steve Jackson Games. Inc. v. United States Secret Service, 36 F.3d 457,460-63 (5th Cir.
1994); Bohachv. City of Reno, 932 F. Supp. 1232, 1235-36 (D. Nev. 1996).

[676](U) Even assuming that the accessing or transferring of computer files by a
LANL computeruser constitutesan"electroniccommunication," the logs on the ICN
and various worker machines do not “intercept” suchcommunications because they do
not acquire the “contents” of the “electronic communication.” The logs merely record
informationconcerning what files were accessed and when and what actionswere
performed “Intercept” is definedin Title IIIas “the aural or other acquisition of the

contentsofanywire,electronic,ororalcommunicationthroughtheuseofanyelectronic,
mechanical,or other device." 18 U.S.C.§2510(4) “Contents” underTitle III ”includes

any information concerning the substance, purport, ormeaning of that communication.”
18U.S.C. § 2510(8). SeeInreUnitedStates, 36 F. Supp.2d 430,432 (D.Mass. 1999)
(distinguishingcomputer "useractivity logs" from contents); seealso, Bohach v. City of
Reno, 932 I? Supp, At 1236 (storage of alphanumeric message by city’s computersystems
was not an "intercept"; even if it was an intercept, there was implied consent "for one
who sends a message using a computer surely understands that the message will pass
through the computer”).
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Amendment interests in this information.[677] Cf.Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735 (no
reasonable expectation of privacy in telephone numbers dialed through telephone
company); United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435 (no reasonable expectation of privacy in
checks, deposit slips, and other information conveyed to bank). See also United States
v. Simons, 29 F. Supp. 2d 324, 328 (E.D.Va. 1998) (court questioned whether a review
of computer firewall logs "even constituted a search"), aff’d in part. remanded in part on
other mounds, 206 F.3d 392 (4th Cir. 2000).

(U) It is unnecessary, however, to wonder in the abstract whether the foregoing
list would have sufficed to dispel any reasonable expectation of privacy as to some or all
of the information available concerning Lee's computer usage. It is obvious beyond
cavil that had the agents in the field been advised by the NSLU to pursue an inquiry into
what expectation of privacy a LANLcomputer user might have had, the "Rules of Use"
waiver signed by Wen Ho Lee on April 19, 1995 would certainly have been discovered,
as would the banners on all worker machines on both the open and secure ICNs and on
the open and secure X Division LANs. These waivers and banners obviously would
have supported a warrantless search of Wen Ho Lee's computer directories and files.[678]

[677](U)ECPA should not be read to reach the anomalous result that a private
provider is allowed to voluntarily disclose to a governmental entity the contentsof
electronic communications, 18 U.S.C.§ 2702 (a), but not "other information" pertaining
to a subscriber, 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c). Cf.United States v. Auler, 539 F.2d 642,646 n.9
(7th Cir. 1976) (since Title Ill permitted telephone company to intercept the contents of
defendant's calls,use of less intrusivepen register or tone detecting device was "surely
permissible"). In any event, Wen Ho Lee would likely be deemed to have consented to
the disclosure to the government of the "other information” protected by § 2703(c).
Moreover, this sort of historical“transactionalinformation”can be obtained with a
national security fetter under 18 U.S.C.§ 2709. Finally, to the extent that the FBI may
have been concerned about the effect of § 2703(c) it could have soughtan order under
18 U.S.C.§ 2703(d), althoughthis would have required the FBI to state that the ”other
information" was "relevant and material to an ongoing criminal investigation."
[678](U) According to Scott Charney, former Chief of the Computer Crime Section,
had he been asked in 1996, he would have advised the FBI to “take everything"on the
strength of the "Rules of Use" waivers, including the searching of Wen Ho Lee's
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American Postal Workers Union v. United States Postal Service, 87 I F.2d 556, 557 (6th
Cir. 1989) (no Fourth Amendment interests in lockers violated by “search....
to discover
illegal drugs...,weapons,...or
other contraband" where employees had signed Notice
and Waiver Provision upon receipt of the locker acknowledging that lockerswere for
official use only and were subject to random inspection); United States v. Simons, 206
F.3d at 398.[679]
Finally, it must be emphasized that had the FBI gained access to the
LANL computer logs alone - even without gaining access to the contents of the files they were themselves so indicative of ongoing improper intelligence-gathering activity
involving sensitive national secrets that, combined with the other information that the
FBI alreadyhad concerning Lee,a FISA orderwould have been a foregone conclusion.
This is particularly so given what theFBInowknowsfromhavingreviewedthoselogs,

computer files, and would also have approvedthe real time monitoring of his computer
use, at least for a period of time. (Charney9/2/99)

[679](U) Lee’s "Rules of Use" waiver also would permit "real time" monitoring of
his computer use, under the consent exception to Title III, 18 U.S.C. § 2511(2)(c).SO,
too, would the banners, as an implied consent, United States v. Workman, 80 F.3d 688,
693 (2d Cir. 1996); United States v. Lanoue, 71 F.3d 966, 981 (1st Cir. 1995).
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